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individual! clusters.! SteppedVwedge! trials! across!multiple! countries! have! considerable!
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CRADLEV3! Trial:! Community! Blood! Pressure! Monitoring! in! Rural! Africa! and! Asia:!
Detection!of!UnderLying!PreVEclampsia!and!Shock’.! I! joined!the!CRADLE!trial! in!July!
2015! shortly! after! funding! was! awarded! and! the! outline! protocol! was! drafted.! I! was!
responsible!for!undertaking!all!research!management!from!this!point!onwards,!including!
achieving! ethics! approval! in! the! UK! and! coordinating! all! approvals! in! the! trial! sites.!




























The!aim!of! this!thesis! is!to!evaluate!the! impact!of!a!novel!vital!sign!triage!device!and!
educational! package! on! maternal! mortality! and!morbidity! in! low! and! middleVincome!




Chapter!one!provides!an!outline!of! this! thesis,!explores! the!quality!and!availability!of!
existing!literature!on!the!epidemiology!and!aetiology!of!maternal!and!neonatal!mortality,!












































reported! their! definition! of! maternal! death.(Gülmezoglu! et! al.,! 2004)! This! ambiguity!



















of! late! maternal! death,! occurring! more! than! 42! days! but! less! than! one! year! after!
termination! of! pregnancy! exists.(World! Health! Organisation,! 2010)! This! is! useful! for!









report!maternal!deaths! internationally! is!as!a!maternal!mortality!ratio!(MMR),!which! is!
defined! as! the! number! of! maternal! deaths! per! 100,000! live! births.! This! enables!




would! die! of! maternal! causesa(World! Health!Organisation,! 2007)! this! gives! a! useful!









the! pregnancy.(World! Health! Organisation,! 2010)! This! can! be! classified! as! an! early!
neonatal!death,!occurring! in! the!first!seven!days!of! life! (0V6!days),!or!a! late!neonatal!
death,! occurring!after! the! seventh! day! but! before! 28!days! of! life! (7V27! days).(World!
Health!Organisation,!2010)!Since!neonatal!death!is!not!correlated!with!cause!of!death,!
it!is!used!more!uniformly!across!the!literature!compared!to!maternal!death!definitions.!









recorded! and! therefore! the! death! would! not! be! recorded! as! a! maternal! death.!
Classification!of!the!cause!of!death!is!also!challenging,!especially!where!certification!of!
death! is! not! formalised.(World!Health!Organisation,! 2007)!Despite!advances! in! data!
collection,!a!2015!report!from!the!WHO!cited!that!the!use!of!diverse!sources!including!
household! surveys,! censuses! and! verbal! autopsies! limits! comparisons! of! maternal!



























































Ethiopia! 353! 247! 567! 11000! 64!
Haiti! 359! 236! 601! 950! 90!
India! 174! 139! 217! 45000! 220!
Malawi! 634! 422! 1080! 4200! 29!
Sierra!Leone! 1360! 999! 1980! 3100! 17!
Uganda! 343! 247! 493! 5700! 47!
Zambia! 224! 274! 582! 1400! 79!














censuses!on! population!and!housing! in! Zambia! identified! that! the! pregnancy! related!
mortality! ratio! (as!defined!above,! i.e.!similar! to!MMR!but!when!cause!of!death! is!not!
known!and!therefore!cannot!be!attributed!to!pregnancy)!is!substantially!higher!in!rural!
areas!compared!to!urban!areas!when!adjusted!to!account!for!the!number!of!deaths!and!
births! (960/100,000! live! births! compared! to! 470/100! 000! respectively).(Banda! et! al.,!
2015)!This!is!true!across!subVSaharan!Africa!as!shown!by!Figure!2,!where!despite!the!























likely! the!method!of!data!collection,!where!capturing!deaths! in! the!community!can!be!
challenging.(Ronsmans! and! Graham,! 2006)! Data! are! available! from! a! review! that!
identified!14!studies!from!nine!countries!and!primarily!included!few!deaths!from!a!specific!
region,! and! therefore! may! not! be! representative! of! national! levels! across! different!
countries.!Other!studies!include!sisterhood!reporting!methodology,!where!households!in!
a!predefined!geographical!area!are!surveyed!about!deaths!of!sistersa!this!is!reliant!on!
accurate! recall! and! knowledge! of! pregnancy! status! and! only! advised! for! baseline!
estimates!of!mortality!where!no!other!sources!are!available.(World!Health!Organisation,!
1997)! It!was! concluded! that!71.5%!of! 1139!maternal! deaths! in!Nigeria!occurred! in!a!
facility.(Adegoke!et!al.,!2013)!There!is!limited!evidence!describing!the!reason!for!place!
of!death.!A!2014!systematic! review!of! the! impact!of!place!of!delivery! in!subVSaharan!
Africa!concluded!from!three!small,!populationVbased!cohort!studies!with!a!total!of!156!








to!be! impacted!by! challenges! in!providing! effective! care!due! to! lack! of! resources! to!
diagnose!and!treat!obstetric!emergencies.!The!lack!of!reliable!countryVspecific!data! is!
important!in!research!and!policy,!as!it!is!not!clear!where!interventions!should!target!to!
have! the!greatest! impact!on!mortality.!Therefore,!studies! reporting!maternal!mortality!







































in! 2000.! The! aim! of! MDG! 5! was! to! reduce! maternal! mortality! by! 75%! within! 15!
years.(World!Health!Organisation,!2005a)!Substantial!improvements!were!seen!with!a!















Africa! showed! 49%.(United! Nations,! 2015)! Figure! 3! shows! how! the! MMR! changed!
between! 1990! and! 2015! in! the! CRADLE! trial! countries.(World! Health! Organisation,!
2015b)!The!variation! in!achievement! is!notable!between!countries.!Ethiopia!and!India!
were! close! to! achieving! the! target! reduction! of! 75%! whereas! Zimbabwe! saw! very!
minimal! change! during! this! time.! It! is! important! to! understand! the! existing! trends! in!
maternal!mortality!in!individual!countries,!not!only!to!appreciate!the!environment!within!


























2.! Ensuring! universal! health! coverage! for! comprehensive! sexual,! reproductive,!
maternal!and!newborn!health!care.!














underVfive! deaths! internationally.! The! highest! risk! is! in! the! first! week! of! life! with!












preterm! birth! complications,! asphyxia! or! intrapartum! complications! and! infections,!
together!these!contribute!74%!of!all!neonatal!deaths.(United!Nations!InterVagency!Group!




1000! live! births.(United! Nations! General! Assembly,! 2015)! As! this! thesis! primarily!














as! a! consequence! of! postVpartum! haemorrhage! (PPH)! may! be! exacerbated! by!





documented! but! in! practice! only! one! or! two! of! them! may! be! written.! This! was!
demonstrated! by! a! review! of! 86! maternal! deaths! in! Malawi,! where! there! was! poor!
correlation!between!the!cause!of!death!attributed!by!the!health!care!providers!(HCP),!




Understanding!the!distribution!of! the! relative!causes!of!maternal!death! is!essential! to!









maternal! mortality! worldwide! (27%),! followed! by! hypertensive! disorders! (14%)! and!
sepsis!(11%)!as!shown!in!Figure!5!on!page!32.!Together!these!account!for!52%!of!all!














is! illegal! or! associated! with! religious! and! cultural! perceptions! leading! to! it! not! being!
disclosed! or! reported.! Abortion! may! also! result! in! sepsis! or! haemorrhage! and! be!
classified! as! sucha! therefore,! the! underlying! cause! not! be! identified.! This! may! have!
resulted! in! the! lower!estimate!of! 7.9%!of! deaths! resulting! from!abortion! in! this! study!
compared!to!previous!global!estimates!of!13%!based!on!systematic!review!of!research!
studies.(Khan!et!al.,!2006)!Additionally,!obstructed!labour!may!result!in!uterine!rupture,!
haemorrhage! or! sepsis! and! is! therefore! is! hard! to! measure! as! it! is! not! a! mutually!
exclusive!cause.!The!WHO!advise!that!obstructed!labour!should!only!be!diagnosed!in!
combination! with! additional! detail,! but! in! practice! adherence! to! this! varies! between!




and!more! than!70%!of! these!are!a! result!of!preVexisting!conditions! including!Human!
Immunodeficiency!Virus! (HIV)! (73.7%).(Say!et!al.,!2014)! Indirect!maternal!deaths!are!













The! most! prevalent! causes! of! maternal! death! also! vary! by! region! and! despite!
comparison!being! limited!by!use!of! different!methods!of!modelling,! this! variation!has!
been!consistently! reported!over! the! last! decade.(Khan!et! al.,! 2006,!Say!et! al.,!2014)!
Haemorrhage! is! the! most! common! cause! of! maternal! death! in! subVSaharan! Africa!
(24.5%)!and!Southern!Asia! (Figure! 5)! (30.3%)! but! in!highVincome! countries! (HIC),! it!















































































received!prophylactic! uterotonics.!This! is! not! likely! to!be! representative!of! those! that!
delivered!in!lower!level!facilities!or!in!the!community,!where!prevalence!of!PPH!may!be!
higher.! Additionally,! this! study! included! visual! assessment! of! PPH! and! relied! on!









death,(Sheldon! et! al.,! 2014)! translating! to! an! estimated! 82,000! maternal! deaths!
worldwide!each!year.(Say!et!al.,!2014)!Nearly!all!of!these!deaths!occur!in!LMIC!regions,!





















is! supported!by!evidence! from!a! retrospective! cohort! study!where! the! risk!of!PPH! in!
women!with!severe!anaemia!(<7g/dL)!was!increased!9Vfold!(aOR!9.45,!95%!CI!2.62!to!



















recently,! a! Cochrane! review! of! 140! randomised! trials,! including! 88,947! women,!
concluded!that!the!most!effective!options!at!reducing!PPH!>1000ml!were!ergometrine!












undertaken! in!10!countries! individually! randomised!29,645!women!and!demonstrated!
that!heatVstable!carbetocin! is!as!effective!as!oxytocin!at!preventing!PPH!>500ml!and!
>1000ml! (RR! 1.01a! 95%! 0.95V1.06! and! 1.04a! 0.87V1.25! respectively).(Widmer! et! al.,!
2018)! No! uterotonic! drugs! have! been! shown! to! make! a! meaningful! difference! in!
preventing! maternal! deaths! or! severe! morbidity! as! outcomes! are! relatively! rare.!
However,!evidence!from!a!recent!RCT!has!shown!that!tranexamic!acid,!an!antifibrinolytic!
drug,!reduces!maternal!death!from!PPH,!especially!when!given!in!the!first!three!hours!
after! delivery.(WOMAN! Trial! Collaborators,! 2017)! Second! line! treatments! include!
oxytocin! with! prostaglandins! such! as! misoprostol! and! carbetocin.! The! evidence! for!
further! interventions! such!as!uterine!massage,!balloon! tamponade!and!uterine!artery!
embolization! is!of! low!quality,!but!these!may!remain!the!best!options!when!uterotonic!
medication! has! failed.(World!Health!Organisation,! 2012b)!Surgical!management!with!


















Hypertensive! disorders! of! pregnancy! (HDP)! encompass! chronic! hypertension,!




140! mmHg! systolic! or! 90! mmHg! diastolic)! with! significant! proteinuria! or! endVorgan!
damage,!(such!as!renal!insufficiency,!liver!involvement,!neurological!or!haematological!











LMIC! are! coagulation! dysfunction! (affecting! 43%),! respiratory! dysfunction! (25%),!
cardiovascular!dysfunction!(24%)!and!hepatic!dysfunction!(24%).(Abalos!et!al.,!2014a)!!













eclampsia.(Abalos! et! al.,! 2014a)! There! are! limited! data! reporting! the! prevalence! of!
maternal!deaths!related!to!eclampsia!globally.!Estimates!from!16!datasets!of!average!
quality!reported!the!case!fatality!rate!to!be!8.3%!(Abalos!et!al.,!2013),!higher!than!the!






recognised.(Mol! et! al.,! 2016)! Risk! is! increased! by! the! presence! of! factors! such! as!
previous! hypertension! or! preVeclampsia,! kidney! disease,! diabetes,! increasing! age,!
primiparity! and! greater! pregnancy! intervals.(National! Institute! for! Health! and! Care!
Excellence,!2010)!Advances!in!risk!prediction!of!preVeclampsia! is!explored!in!Section!
1.4.1! but! there! are! currently! no! specific! screening! tests! for! preVeclampsia! that! have!






























greater! risk!of!bias,! that! treating!severe!hypertension! is!effective!at! reducing!BP!(RR!
0.33,!95%!CI!0.15V0.70).(Duley!et!al.,!2013)!Again,!no!reduction!in!maternal!morbidity!
and! mortality! was! demonstrated! but! the! studies! included! were! all! comparing!
antihypertensives,!not!placebo!and!therefore!adverse!events!were!likely!to!be!avoided!
in! both! groups.! There! is! also! evidence! that! severe! hypertension! is! associated! with!
















therefore!sample!sizes! to!demonstrate!such!an!effect!would!be!prohibitively! large.! In!
addition,!studies!are!often!confounded!by!the!fact!that!elevated!BP!is!routinely!treated!
and!therefore!adverse!outcomes!are!avoided!(treatment!paradox).!Estimating!the!true!
effect! of! interventions! in! practice! is! complicated.! For! example,! a! systematic! review!






maternal! morbidity! and! mortality! worldwide.(Say! et! al.,! 2014)! There! are! effective!






Sepsis! consists!of! three! components:! infection,!host! response! to! infection!and!organ!
dysfunction.! The! definition! of! sepsis! has! only! recently! been! agreed.(World! Health!
Organisation,!2017a)! In!2017!a!systematic!overview,!which!considered!all! reviews!of!
maternal!sepsis,!articles!on!the!criteria!for!sepsis!and!current!guidelines!(26!studies,!nine!











prevalence! of! sepsis! globally! is! difficult.! Most! data! are! from! studies! undertaken! in!
hospitals!and!are!therefore!not!likely!to!reflect!population!levels!or!fully!capture!sepsis!



























reported! that!pregnant!and!periVpartum!women!are!particularly!vulnerable! to! infection!





status,! malnutrition,! anaemia! and! HIV! are!more! common! and! predispose! women! to!
sepsis.(Kramer!et!al.,!2009,!van!Dillen!et!al.,!2010)!The!likelihood!of!developing,!and!the!
severity! of! infections! such! as! influenza,! hepatitis! and! malaria! are! also! greater! in!
pregnancy.(Kourtis!et!al.,!2014)!This!is!potentially!due!to!the!increased!heart!rate!(HR),!
stroke! volume! and! reduced! pulmonary! capacity! in! pregnancy,! increasing! the! risk! of!
hypoxaemia.!Additionally,! these!physiological!adaptations!may!mask!signs!of! sepsis,!



















et!al.,!2013)! the!key!actions! involve!early! resuscitation!with!administration!of!oxygen,!
intravenous! antibiotics! and! fluids! within! one! hour! and! checking! serum! lactate.! This!
package! of! management! is! known! as! early! goal! directed! therapy.(Royal! College! of!
Obstetricians!and!Gynaecologists,!2012)!There!is!good!evidence!from!randomised!trials!
and! metaVanalysis! of! observational! studies! (n=434,447! patients)! that! outside! of!








research! undertaken! in! HIC,! yet! the! WHO! does! recommend! specific! antibiotics! for!
treatment!of! chorioamnionitis!and!endometritis.(World!Health!Organisation,! 2015c)! In!






Overall,!maternal! sepsis! is! the! third!most! common!cause!of!maternal! death!globally.!











The! main! clinical! causes! of! maternal! death! have! been! identified.! However,! the!
underlying! factors! that! contribute! are! dependent! on! many! broader! determinants! of!






One!way! to!view! these!determinants! is! to!consider! the! levels!at!which!they! influence!
health.!The!first!components!are!those!that!directly!impact!maternal!health,!for!example,!
haemorrhage! and! infection.! Interventions! that! target! these! immediate! determinants!





























proposed! by! Gabrysch! et! al.! that! health! seeking! behaviours! are! likely! to! differ! for!
preventative!care! rather!than! in! response! to!an!emergency.(Gabrysch!and!Campbell,!





health.! However,! they! may! also! improve! intermediate! determinants! such! as! the!
perceived!need!for!care!and!physical!accessibility.!Perceived!quality!of!care!is!dependent!
on! the!experiences!of!women!and!others!they!know!and!only!partially!correlates!with!
medical! quality!of! care.!For!example,!measurable!markers!of!quality! such!as!waiting!
times!or!medical!supplies!may!not!be!perceived!to!be!as!important!as!other!subjective!
measures! such! as! negative! staff! attitude,! which! is! frequently! reported! in! qualitative!
studies! to! deter! women! from! delivering! in! facilities.(Gabrysch! and! Campbell,! 2009)!








of! health! care! by! increasing! the! availability! of! information! and! knowledge! regarding!
pregnancy!and!its!risks.!This!may!be!disseminated!through!antenatal!care,!which!is!also!
associated!with! increased! facility! delivery.(Gabrysch!and!Campbell,!2009)!Therefore,!
research!in!this!field!should!be!aware!of!the!complexity!of!perceived!quality!of!care!and!















birth! attendance! at! delivery! is! one! of! the! most! successful! interventions! to! reduce!
maternal! mortality,! these! studies! demonstrate! the! importance! of! the! physical!















context!within!which!an! intervention! is! aiming! to! create! change.! In!practice,!many!of!















2016)! Identification! of! those! at! risk! in! order! to! prevent! and! manage! pregnancy!
complications! is! one! of! the! key! components.(Abalos! et! al.,! 2016)! There! is! limited!








lack!of! reliable!control!groups!also! relates! to!observational!studies.!Comparing! those!
who!did!or!did!not!attend!antenatal!care,!or!the!timing!of!attendance,!is!confounded!by!
socioVeconomic!factors,!education,!distance!from!and!access!to!other!health!services.!



















In! the! case! of! preVeclampsia,! systematic! reviews! have! identified! known! factors! in!
maternal! history! and! demographics! that! are! strong! predictors! of! risk,(Duckitt! and!
Harrington,! 2005,! Bartsch! et! al.,! 2016)! alongside!evidence! that! biochemical!markers!
(Anderson!et!al.,!2012)!and!uterine!artery!Doppler’s!(Velauthar!et!al.,!2013)!may!also!be!








large,! multiVcentre! studies! have! shown! that! combining! risk! factors! can! predict! preV
eclampsia! with! reasonable! reliability! (sensitivity! and! specificity! 88%! and! 80%!
respectively,(Myatt! et! al.,! 2013)a! Area! Under! the! Curve! (AUC)! 0.9a! 95%! CI! 0.79V
1.0)(Kenny!et!al.,! 2014))! as!well!as! its! associated!adverse!maternal! outcomes! (AUC!
0.88a!0.84V0.92),(von!Dadelszen!et!al.,!2011)!no!predictive!risk!model!for!preVeclampsia!







include! tests!not! routinely!performed! in! the!general! antenatal!setting! such!as!uterine!
artery!Doppler.!It!was!concluded!from!nine!studies!that!specialised!models!were!better!
predictors!of!risk,(AlVRubaie!et!al.,!2016)!although!these!are!less!likely!to!be!universally!
available! in! lowVresource!settings.!Simple!models!varied! in!their!ability!to!discriminate!
between! high! and! lowVrisk! women! (AUC! 0.67V0.90)! and! to! predict! earlyVonset! preV
eclampsia! (AUC!0.72! V0.90)!and! late!onset!preVeclampsia! (AUC!0.78V0.85).!As!most!
models!were!developed! to!predict!either!early!or! lateVonset!preVeclampsia,!no!simple!
models!have!been!validated!to!predict!risk!of!any!(early!or! late)!preVeclampsia,!which!



















Whilst! the! benefit! of! predicting! preVeclampsia! is! clear,! there! is! a! limited!evidence! to!
support!risk!prediction! in!sepsis.!The!best!available!evidence!from!a!large,!population!









sign! of! systemic! inflammation! and! diagnosis.(Acosta! et! al.,! 2014)! This! has! been!
recognised!by!the!WHO!in!a!recent!statement!that!two!criteria!of!sepsis!should!be!used,!
one!for!early!identification!to!enable!prompt!treatment!and!one!for!confirmed!sepsis!for!
epidemiological! purpose.(World! Health! Organisation,! 2017a)! However,! as! yet! these!








There! are! several! known! risk! factors! for! severe!PPH.!PreVpregnancy! factors! include!




no! studies! exploring! the! effectiveness! of! risk! screening! in! preventing! mortality! from!
haemorrhage.(Carroli!et!al.,!2001)!Despite!the!knowledge!of! these! factors,! identifying!
accurately! who! is! at! risk! and! preventing! haemorrhage! remains! a! challenge.! This! is!
because!these!factors!alone!have!a!low!sensitivity!to!predict!haemorrhage!and!there!is!
limited!evidence!of! their!combination! in! risk!models.(Koopmans!et!al.,!2014,!Sittiparn!





pregnancy! develop! any! pregnancy! complication.(Carroli! et! al.,! 2001)! Therefore,! in!
resource!poor!settings,!directing!efforts!solely!at!those!deemed!to!be!at!‘high!risk’!may!
inappropriately! disadvantage! others.! For! preVeclampsia,! there! is! clear! benefit! of! risk!
prediction!(an!opportunity!to!offer!evidenceVbased!prophylaxis)!and!an!early!phase!in!the!
disease! progression! where! increased! monitoring! is! beneficial.! In! sepsis! and!
haemorrhage!this! is! less!clear!as! in!all!cases!immediate!treatment! is!vital.!Therefore,!

























The! thresholds! of! hypertension! used! to! diagnose! preVeclampsia! internationally! are!







suggests! that! elevated! BP! is! associated! with! increased! risk! of! maternal! adverse!










of! adverse! outcomes! including! eclampsia,! maternal! death,! hepatic! and! renal!
dysfunction,! both! in! a! high! (n=2023)! (von! Dadelszen! et! al.,! 2011)! and! lowVincome!















preVeclampsia! compared! to! all! preVeclampsia.(Cleary! et! al.,! 2018)! Whilst! causality!
cannot!be!determined!from!observational!data,!the!prevalence!of!stroke!decreases!as!
the! proportion! of! patients! receiving! antihypertensives! increases.(Cleary! et! al.,! 2018)!




All!of! these!studies!are!confounded!by! treatment!paradox,!as!shown! in! the!paper!by!











of! the! systemic! inflammatory! response! syndrome! (SIRS)! created! for! non–pregnant!
adults!and!based!on!expert!consensus.(Bone!et!al.,!1992)!In!normal!pregnancy,!white!





respiratory! rate! increase! substantially.(Broughon! Pipkin,! 2007)! A! recent! systematic!
review! identified! from! 87! studies! (n=8834)! that! healthy! maternal! physiological!
parameters! in! the!second!and! third!trimester!overlap!with!all! the!SIRS!criteria!except!



























































































































it! was! proposed! as! an! earlier! marker! of! blood! loss! in! patients! with! gastrointestinal!
haemorrhage!over!50! years!ago.(Allgower!and!Burri,! 1967)!The!potential! for!SI! as!a!
predictive! marker! in! pregnancy! was! first! explored! in! women! with! early! pregnancy!
complications.(Birkhahn!et!al.,!2002,!Birkhahn!et!al.,!2003)!More!recently,!a!number!of!
caseVcontrol!studies!have!explored!the!use!of!SI!in!obstetric!haemorrhage.(Le!Bas!et!al.,!



























different! outcomes,! yet!all! concluded! that!elevated!SI!was!associated!with! increased!
morbidity,(ICU!transfer,(Rady!et!al.,!1992)!organ!failure!(Kenzaka!et!al.,!2012,!Wira!et!
al.,! 2014))! and!mortality.(Berger! et! al.,! 2013,! Yussof! et! al.,! 2012)! The! physiological!
changes!in!pregnancy!mean!that!the!thresholds!derived!in!the!earlier!studies!are!unlikely!
to! be!directly! comparable! to! a!pregnant! population.!Given! the!promising! data! in! the!






























auscultation!and!are! therefore! subject! to! the! same!observer!error.!They!also! require!









devices! against! a! strict! standardised! protocol.! In! pregnancy,! there! are! substantial!
haemodynamic! changes! including! increased! BP,! stroke! volume! and! decreased!

















In! 2012! the! WHO! listed! BP! equipment! as! a! key! commodity! to! identify! and! treat!
hypertension.(The!Partnership!for!Maternal!Newborn!&!Child!Health,!2011)!Despite!this,!





72%)!of! facilities!providing!antenatal! care!had!equipment! to!measure!BP,(Ministry!of!
Health!and!Social!Welfare!Tanzania,!2014V2015)!although!this!does!not!indicate!whether!
the!supply!was!sufficient!to!meet!the!patient!demand,!the!accuracy!of!devices!available,!
or! whether! they! were! functioning.! Most! recently,! a! cluster! RCT! in! Mozambique!









aiming! to! improve!skill!or!promote! task!sharing!are!explored! in!Section!1.4.5.!Finally,!
women! must! present! early! and! regularly! enough! to! receive! benefit.! Strengthening!
service!delivery,! including!provision!of!equipment,! is!an!important!strategy!to! improve!












interventions.(World! Health! Organisation,! 2006)! The! majority! of! these! are! in! subV
Saharan!Africa!and!rural!areas!are!disproportionately!affected.!High!quality!evidence,!
using! comprehensive! estimates! of! health! personnel! from! 117! countries! and! robust!
regression! for! confounders,! concluded! that! the! availability! of! HCP! was! significantly!
associated!with!maternal!and! infant!mortality.(Anand!and!Bärnighausen,!2004)!Whilst!
causality! cannot!be! shown,! this! is! supported!by!evidence! from! five!African! countries!
where! shortages! of! HCP! reduces! the! number! of! facilities! that! can! offer! basic! and!
comprehensive! obstetric! care.(UNFPA,! 2003)! A! narrative! review! identified! little!
published!research!defining!the!exact!effects!of!staff!shortages!on!the!quality!of!maternal!

















and! reduce! the! time! taken! to! increase! the! workforce.! TaskVsharing! can! take! many!
different!forms!but!multiple!systematic! reviews!have!concluded!that! it! is!an! important!
policy!option!since!clinical!outcomes!in!maternity!care!(Fulton!et!al.,!2011,!Dawson!et!
al.,! 2014)! and! related! fields! such! as! HIV! care,(Callaghan! et! al.,! 2010)! primary! care!






community!health!workers! (CHW).! In!2010,!a!systematic! review! identified!44!studies,!
almost! all! of! which! showed! a! significant! impact! on! reducing!maternal,! perinatal! and!
neonatal!mortality!and!improving!service!utilisation.(Global!Health!Workforce!Alliance,!
2010)!Four!of!these!studies!were!specific!to!early!detection!of!pregnancy!complications!
in! LMIC! and! all! but! one! demonstrated! a! significant! improvement! in! detection! of!
pregnancy! complications! and! referrals! by! CHW! with! some! benefit! in! clinical!



















However,! as! yet,! evidence! that! CHW! activity! in! early! detection! of! pregnancy!





identified! and! planned.! However,! the! principle! of! delegating! tasks,! and! informal! or!
opportunistic! taskVsharing! is! an! ongoing! coping!mechanism! in!understaffed! facilities.!
Therefore,! this! is! common! in!LIC,!although! it! is! harder! to!quantify! its! existence! and!




In! practice,! research! that! involves! training! of! HCP! in! LMIC! may! also! consider! the!
contribution!of! informal! task!providers! in!each!context,!who!may!provide!a!significant!
proportion!of!routine!services!and!also!be!impacted!by!any!health!intervention.!!
!
Another! key! strategy! in!maximising! the!efficiency!and!capacity!of! the!workforce! is! to!









Ecuador,! Jamaica! and! Rwanda,! the! proportion! of! HCP! answering! correctly! on! the!





(n=18)! and! HIC! (n=6)! included! 23! studies.! The! components! of! the! educational!
interventions! varied! but! they! are! likely! to! have! included! the! three! main! causes! of!








quality! trials!which!demonstrated! changes! in! behaviour! and! improvement! in! rates! of!











reduction! in! the! incidence! of! haemorrhage! but! not! eclampsia! or! puerperal! sepsis.!
Strength!of!evidence!for!a!reduction!in!maternal!mortality!was!borderline!(RR!0.80a!0.64V
1.00).(Lassi!and!Bhutta,!2015)!However,!the!packages!contained!multiple!components.!
When! considering! CHW! education! and! home! visits! alone,! the! effect! was! not! seen,!




but! also! on! the! capacity! of! HCP.! Interventions! aiming! to! improve! the! efficiency! and!
availability! of! staff! by! taskVsharing! show! promise,! as! do! educational! interventions.!
Therefore,!studies!aiming!to!improve!maternal!mortality!and!morbidity!by!early!detection!




Whilst! measurement! of! vital! signs! is! clearly! critical! for! detection! and! monitoring! of!
pregnancy!complications,!identification!of!abnormal!results!and!action!is!required!in!order!
to! prevent! morbidity.! In! recognition! of! this,! the! 2003V2005! Confidential! Enquiry! into!
Maternal! and!Child!Health! report! recommended! the! use!of! an! early!warning! system!
(EWS)!such!as!the!modified!early!obstetric!warning!system!(MEOWS).(Lewis,!2007)!This!












where! only! 13%! of! 120! maternity! units! used! the! combination! of! ‘normal’! ranges!
described! in! the!Confidential!Enquiry! into!Maternal!and!Child!Health! report! (HR,!50–
99!bpma!RR,!11–20!breaths/mina!sBP,!100–149!mmHga!dBP,!≤89!mmHga!SpO2,!95–




based! on! individual! small! studies.(Chamberlain,! 1998)! Two! ongoing! studies! aim! to!
address!this.(Loerup!et!al.,!2016,!Kumar!et!al.,!2017)!!
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in!nonVpregnant!adults,(Gao!et!al.,!2007)!which! is! likely!due! to! the! lower!threshold!of!
morbidity!included,!where!triggering!an!EWS!with!hypertension!perhaps!unsurprisingly!
is!associated!with!a!diagnosis!of!preVeclampsia.!However,!evidence!for!its!use!in!severe!



















Two! studies! looked! retrospectively!at! the! capacity! of! seven! different! EWS! to!predict!
sepsis! in! 913! women! with! chorioamnionitis.! Both! concluded! that! EWS! had! a! low!
specificity!for!sepsis!and!thus!were!poor!predictors.(Lappen!et!al.,!2010,!Edwards!et!al.,!
2015).! However,! the! lack! of! confirmed!microbiological! diagnosis! of! chorioamnionitis,!
large!amount!of!missing!data!(>50%)!and!small!number!of!women!with!an!outcome!(n=5)!
limits!the!use!of!this!finding.!Additional!tools!are!under!development!but!currently!there!
is! no!evidence! to! recommend! their! use.(Bartlett!et! al.,! 2016)!There!are!a!number!of!
additional!scores!aiming!to!predict!risk!of!morbidity!and!mortality!from!sepsis!but!only!
one!has!been!developed!specifically!for!an!obstetric!population,!the!Sepsis!in!Obstetrics!














All! these! studies! have! few! cases! of! morbidity! and! mortality! due! to! its! rarity! in! the!
maternity!population.!Those!undertaken!in!highly!selective!populations! in!highVincome!
ICU!settings!are!unlikely!to!be!representative!of!the!general!obstetric!population,!in!high!
or! lowVincome! settings.! Despite! this,! the! lack! of! evidenceVbased! thresholds! and! the!
numerous! scores! available,! there! is! initial! evidence! that! EWS! may! be! beneficial! in!









maternal! morbidity! compared! to! 23! other! hospitals,(Shields! et! al.,! 2016)! without!
describing! the! components! of! the! outcome,! the! differences! in! hospitals! or! relevant!
adjustments.!Two!small!beforeVandVafter!studies!have!been!undertaken,!one!concluding!
that! EWS! improved! vital! signs! measurements! in! women! with! bacteraemia!

















Enquiry! into! Patient!Outcome!and!Death,! 2005)! incomplete!data,(Chen! et! al.,! 2009)!
inaccurate!calculation!of!EWS!(Edwards!et!al.,!2010,!Mohammed!et!al.,!2009)!!and!poor!
legibility! of! documentation.(National! Confidential! Enquiry! into! Patient! Outcome! and!
Death,!2005)!Randomised,!prospective!data! in!the!general!population!also!concluded!
that!only!38%!of!patients!with!an!abnormal!result!were!correctly!escalated.(Niegsch!et!
al.,! 2013)!Whilst! uptake! of! EWS! across! UK!maternity! units! is! almost! unanimous,! a!




The! importance! of! EWS! as! a! behavioural! intervention,! working! within! the! social,!
organisational! health! system,!was! highlighted!by! a! systematic! review! and! qualitative!
synthesis!of! EWS! in! the! general! population.(Connolly! et! al.,! 2017)! From! 10! studies,!
undertaken!in!HIC,!they!identified!several!important!themes!including!that!staff!felt!that!






false!alarms!were!noted! to! result! in! ‘alarm! fatigue’! if! thresholds!did!not! appear! to!be!
appropriate! for! individual! patients! and! the! additional! burden! of! documentation! was!




discretion! in! choosing! when! to! use! it,! which! reduced! the! potential!
effectiveness.(Mackintosh!et!al.,!2014)!Staffing!pressures!are!perceived!as!the!greatest!
barriers! to! their! use,(Isaacs! et! al.,! 2014)! and! this! is! likely! to! be! of! even! greater!
significance! in! overwhelmed,! lowVresource! environments! where! the! challenges! of!
contextual!and!political!environment!are!likely!to!be!different.!Therefore,!further!research!










(Mitchell! et! al.,! 2016)! including! in! mortality.(Schmidt! et! al.,! 2015)! However,! the!
observational,! uncontrolled! design! of! these! studies! limits! interpretation! of! findings.!
Additionally,! it!may! require! transcription! of! vital! signs! into! the! system!which!may!be!







The!Microlife!CRADLE!Vital!Sign!Alert! (VSA)!device! is! a! semiVautomated!handVheld!
upper!arm!device!that!measures!HR,!BP!and!automatically!calculates!SI.! It!has!been!
validated! as! accurate! outside! of! pregnancy! (de! Greeff! et! al.,! 2008)! as! well! as! in!
pregnancy,! including! women! with! hypertension! (Nathan! et! al.,! 2015b)! or!
hypotension.(Nathan!et!al.,!2015a)!The!method!of! testing!HR!involves!calculating!the!
average!interval!between!heart!beats!and!then!discarding!intervals!that!are!more!or!less!
than! 25%! of! the! average! and! using! the! remaining! intervals! to! calculate! the! pulse!
























1.4.6* Strategies* to* prevent* morbidity* following* early* detection* of* pregnancy*
complications*









misoprostol! and! 46%!with!magnesium! sulfate.(Pronyk! et! al.,! 2016)! However,! simply!
counting! the! availability! of! commodities! is! only!a! crude!measure! of! capacity! to! treat!
pregnancy!complications,! since! supplies!also!need! to!be! reliable, functional!and!with!
sufficient! population! coverage,! together! with! appropriately! trained! personnel! to! use!
them.! In! order! to! reach! a! facility! with! appropriate! care,! referral! may! be! required.! A!
systematic!review!of!integrated!packages!of!care!to!reduce!maternal!mortality!concluded!
that! all! programmes! which! successfully! reduced! maternal! mortality! had! functioning!
referral!systems!and!appropriate!supply!of!drugs!and!equipment.(Nyamtema!et!al.,!2011)!













practice! in! India!demonstrated! from! three!qualitative!and!16!quantitative! studies! that!






















be! due! to! different! skill! levels! of! HCP! at! peripheral! facilities.! However,! the! reported!
challenges! were! similar! with! low! levels! of! compliance! and! inadequate! guidance! or!






















1.5* Trial* designs* to* evaluate* complex* interventions* aiming* to*





demonstrate! efficacy! (or! not)! of! an! intervention! means! that! potentially! effective!
interventions!cannot!be!readily!incorporated!into!policy.!This!section!describes!the!key!









classified! by! the! extent! of! blinding,! number! of! treatment! arms! or! the! method! of!
randomisation.(Vader,!1998)!RCTs!can!be!randomised!at!the!level!of!the!individual!or!a!
cluster,! the! latter!meaning! that!a!group! is! randomised,!for!example,! the!geographical!
area!or!health!care!facility.!Cluster!RCTs!are!increasingly!used!in!health!services!and!
policy! research,! where! the! intervention! is! delivered! across! a! group,! and! individual!
randomisation!would!not!be!appropriate.(Eldridge!S,!2012)!
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•! Interventions! that! impact! on! outcome! measures! that! are! difficult! to! obtain! from!
individuals! but! can! rely! on! routine! data! at! the! level! of! the! cluster! (e.g.! maternal!
mortality).!






the! control! period.! All! clusters! receive! the! interventiona! therefore,! this! approach! is!
advantageous!where! there! is! evidence! or! belief! that! the! intervention!will! be!of!more!
benefit! than!harm!and!therefore! it!would!not!be!ethical!to!withhold!or!withdraw!it! from!
some!clusters.(Hussey,!2007,!Mdege!et!al.,!2011,!Brown!and!Lilford,!2006)! It! is!also!
preferable!when!phased!implementation!is!more!logical!or!practical!than!delivering!the!
intervention! simultaneously! across! clusters.! This! is! usually! the! case! for! complex!
interventions!and! for! trials!spread!over!a!wide!geographical!distance.! In!addition,! the!
intervention!effect!is!estimated!from!comparing!change!between!clusters!(as!in!parallel!
RCTs)! but! also! within! clusters.! This! maximises! statistical! power! and! means! fewer!






Whilst! the! methods! of! designing! and! reporting! parallel! cluster! RCTs! are! well!
established,(Schulz!et!al.,!2010)!SWVRCT!are!comparatively!newer!trial!designs.!The!
first!SWVRCT!was!described!in!1987,(The!Gambia!Hepatitis!Study!Group,!1987)!but!use!










and!Lilford,!2006)!Each!of! these! twelve! studies!used!a!different!method!of! statistical!
analysis!which!was!frequently!incompletely!described,!with!only!five!of!the!12!reporting!
sample!size!calculations.(Brown!and!Lilford,!2006)!This!systematic!review!was!updated!




country.(Martin! et! al.,! 2016)! Specific! Consolidated! Standards! of! Reporting! Trials!






Cluster! and! SWVRCT! can! reduce! potential! bias! by! avoiding! individual! participant!
selection!(selection!bias)!and!utilising!routine!data!sources.!However,! the!selection!of!


















individually! randomised! trial,! the!participant!consents! to!be! randomised,!participate! in!
the! intervention! and! have! their! data! collected.! In! cluster! RCTs,! participants! are! not!
necessarily!aware!of!and!therefore!cannot!usually!consent!to!randomisation!and!may!
not!be!able!to!opt!out!of!the!intervention!and!data!collection.!As!they!cannot!opt!out!of!
the! intervention! (without! potentially! moving! cluster)! they! cannot! provide! informed!
consent.(van!der!Graaf!et!al.,!2015)!Additionally,!the!HCP!delivering!the!intervention!in!
a! certain! setting! are!necessary! for! any! educational! or! behavioural! intervention! to!be!
successful! and! improve! care.! They! therefore! can! also! be! viewed! as! a! research!
participant!as!they!are!indirectly!affected!by!the!intervention,!but!they!also!do!not!provide!
consent.(van! der! Graaf! et! al.,! 2015)! However,! it! is! the! patient! that! experiences! the!
consequences! and! therefore! the! primary! outcome! of! these! trials! should! not! be! the!
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intervention arm. Practice nurses in the intervention practices were trained to offer 
brief behavioural counselling to reduce smoking and dietary fat intake and to increase 
regular physical activity among those at increased risk of coronary heart disease. 
Lack of confidence in their ability to influence patients (Steptoe et al., 1999b), as 
well as increasing workload, probably contributed to the low recruitment rate in the 
intervention practices. More recently, Kendrick et al. (2005) recruited pregnant 
women to a trial of education by midwives and health visitors to reduce baby walker 
use. In this trial midwives recruiting the women knew the allocation of the practice. 
In the trial report, similar percentages of women from each intervention arm agreed 
to take part. The possibility of bias was recognised in the discussion, but thought 
to be unimportant to the interpretation of the results. It is, however, unwise to con-
clude that no bias has occurred if the numbers in the two arms are balanced, since 
balance in numbers does not necessarily imply balance in characteristics.
2.3.5 Identification and recruitment bias: Summary
In the previous sections we have presented a variety of scenarios and discussed ways 
of reducing the possibility of bias for each. Figure 2.2 gives a flowchart to assess 
the potential for bias for various different ways of identifying and recruiting 
participants.






Were those who recruited
participants blind to allocation,
and participants could not
become unblinded before
entry into the study in any
other way?
Were those who identified
participants blind to 
allocation status, or was
identification standardised
so that it would have been














Eldridge, Sandra, and Sally M. Kerry. A Practical Guide to Cluster Randomised Trials in Health Services Research, John
         Wiley & Sons, Incorporated, 2012. ProQuest Ebook Central, http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/kcl/detail.action?docID=834627.












































within! clusters! are! likely! to! be! correlated! compared! to! a! random! sample! from! the!
population.! Outcomes! that! are! dependent! on! behaviour,! for! example! a! doctor’s!
prescribing!practice,!are!more!likely!to!be!similar!within!a!cluster!compared!to!outcomes!
that!are!dependent!on!participants’!health,! for!example!BP,!which! is!more!likely!to!be!
















clusters,! they! do! require! the! clusters! to! be! ready! to! deliver! the! intervention! at! the!
randomly!allocated!time!point.!Some!designs!incorporate!a!transition!period!to!allow!for!








to! baseline! trends.! For! example,! if! the! incidence! of! a! disease! decreases! over! time,!
independent!of!the!intervention,!failure!to!adjust!for!this!would!result!in!falsely!attributing!






It! is! possible! that! studies! undertaken! in!multiple! countries!with! different! populations,!
health!systems!and!climate!would!have!different!temporal! trends! in!different!clusters.!
Only!one!SWVRCT!has!been!undertaken!in!multiple!European!countries,(van!der!Kooi!et!







trials,! undertaken! in! idealised! settings,! give! the! intervention! the! best! opportunity! to!
demonstrate!effectiveness.!However,!pragmatic! trials,! incorporating! interventions! into!
usual!care,!provide!more!useful!information!on!the!likely!success!of!an!intervention!in!a!
particular! group!of! patients! in! a! particular! setting.(Loudon!et! al.,! 2015,! Treweek! and!
Zwarenstein,!2009)!This!is!known!as!the!external!validity,!or!generalisability!of!research.!
Factors! that! affect! external! validity! are! shown! Figure! 13! on! page! 82.! It! cannot! be!
presumed!that!interventions!that!are!effective!in!one!country,!health!system,!level!of!care!





addition,! many! trials! use! surrogate! outcomes,! alone! or! as! part! of! a! composite,! to!
measure! the! effect! of! an! intervention.! However,! a! narrative! review! published! in! the!































participants! reacting!within!a! specific! context.!However,!RCTs!are!often! criticized! for!
















et! al.,! 2012,!Peters!et! al.,! 2013a)!This!was! in! response! to! the!perception! that! linear!
progression! of! research,! as! shown! in! Figure! 14! on!page!84,! results! in! unnecessary!
delays! in! changing! policy! and! introducing! effective! interventions! into! clinical!
practice.(Glasgow!et!al.,!2003,!Wells,!1999)!In!low!resource!settings!where!the!burden!






Curran! and! colleagues! (2012)! describe! the! integration! of! implementation! and!
effectiveness!research!as!three!types!of!hybrid!study!as!shown!in!Table!3.!Hybrid!Type!
1! trials! that! include! process! evaluations! of! implementation! alongside! clinical!
effectiveness!trials!are!of!benefit!in!exploring!important!factors!such!as!potential!barriers!
and! facilitators! to! implementation! that! may! inform! future! scale! up,! whilst! retaining!

























































any!external! factor!which! impedes!or! strengthens! its! effects,! for! example! the! social,!
cultural,! economic! and! political! environment,(Victora! et! al.,! 2011)! as! summarised! in!

























intervention! should! be! described! for! each! group! “with! sufficient! details! to! allow!
replication”!with!additional! details!on!whether! components!are! standardized!and!how!
adherence!was!assessed!or!enhanced.(Boutron!et!al.,!2008)!Despite!this,!interventions!
are! often! poorly! described! in! published! trials.! A! systematic! review! of! 133! nonV


























In!addition! to!helping! to!describe! the! intervention,! logic!models!can!help! researchers!
explore!the!underlying!assumptions!of!an!intervention!and!therefore!to!understand!the!
key! activities! and! resources! required! for! success.(W.K.! Kellogg! Foundation,! 2004,!
Moore! et! al.,! 2015)! An! additional! purpose! of! a! logic! model! is! to! identify! which!





health! workers,! including! the! use! of! CHWs,! was! found! to! be! a! positive,! alongside!



















the! intervention,(Peters! et! al.,! 2013b)! as! well! as!measuring! key! socioeconomic! and!
contextual!factors!during!the!trial!period.(Victora!et!al.,!2011)!It!is!important!to!consider!
the!Hawthorne!effect,!where!observation!distorts!what!is!delivered,!and!try!to!minimise!
this!by!collecting!only! information!needed! to! interpret!outcomes,!and!where!possible,!



















There! are! numerous! implementation! frameworks,! models! and! theories! targeted! at!
measuring! implementation! and! guiding! this! field! of! research.! A! systematic! review!
undertaken! between! 2004V2009! identified! a! total! of! 49! implementation! frameworks!
















































































guides,! for! example,! the! Medical! Research! Council! (MRC)! guidance! for! process!
evaluation!of!complex!interventions!(Moore!et!al.,!2015)!and!the!WHO!practical!guide!for!

















data! collection! depend! on! the! measures! selected.! Qualitative! research! can! allow! a!
deeper!understanding!of!the!how!particular!outcomes!occur.!Quantitative!evaluation!can!










interventions! suggests! that! both! quantitative! and! qualitative! measures! should! be!
integrated!to!fully!understand!the!intervention!and!implementation.(Moore!et!al.,!2015)!It!
is!also!recommended!that!quantitative!process!data!should!be!integrated!into!outcome!












health! in! LMIC.! However,! despite! the! clear! merits! of! measuring! implementation!
alongside!effectiveness,!there!are!limited!examples!of!hybrid!studies,!or!parallel!process!
evaluations! in! LIC,! especially! in! maternal! health,! where! timely! scale! up! of! effective!
interventions!can!save! lives.!Therefore,!examples!of!how! to! integrate! implementation!
and!effectiveness!measures!are!scarce.!Systematically! reviewing! the! literature! in! this!
field! is! challenging! due! to! the! varied! terminology! and! multitude! of! frameworks!
used.(Colquhoun!et!al.,!2014)!A! crossVsectional! review!of! 581!articles!on! knowledge!



















performance! of! sites! was! determined! by! fidelity.(Gimbel! et! al.,! 2016)! This! was!
subjectively!measured,!based!on!research!staff!experience,!and!this!study!is!limited!by!
the!restriction!to!only!qualitative!evaluation.!This!limits!the!applicability!of!the!results.!It!






process! measure! or! behaviour! change! outcome! and! all! but! one! of! which! were!
undertaken!in!a!single!country!(Table!5).!None!of!the!studies!are!reported!yet!and!none!
of! the! protocols! give! detailed! analysis! plans! for! the! integration! of! qualitative! and!















































































































In!order!to! interpret!and!maximise!the!use!of!process!evaluations! it! is! important!to!be!
able! to! quantify! implementation! success! and! relate! this! to! effectiveness.! This! is!
especially! important! when! examining! an! intervention! across!multiple! contexts! where!
different!effects!may!be!seen!in!different!sites.!None!of!the!above!protocols!or!papers!




implementation!on!effectiveness!outcomes! is! better! established.! In!2008,!Durlak!and!
DuPre!undertook!a! systematic! review!of! the! influence!of! implementation!on!program!
outcomes.! From! five!metaGanalyses! (including!483! studies! including! interventions! on!
antiGbullying! programs,! drug! prevention! and! school! aggression)! and! 59! additional!
studies,!they!concluded!that!higher!implementation!fidelity!and/or!dose!are!associated!
with! better! outcomes.(Durlak! and! DuPre,! 2008)! However,! the! metaGanalyses! were!
limited! by! the! quality! of! original! data! with! actual! level! of! implementation! being!
infrequently! reported! and! instead! reliance! on! author! reported! implementation.! They!
describe!two!methods!of!integrating!clinical!and!implementation!data:(Durlak!and!DuPre,!
2008)!




They! reported! that! both! strategies! found! a! relationship!between! implementation!and!
outcomes,!with!76%!reporting!significance!for!at!least!half!of!their!program!outcomes,!
but!that! the! latter!method!achieved!greater!statistical!power.!However,! the!majority!of!
these! 59! studies! reported! only! one! aspect! of! implementation,! usually! fidelity!
(69%),(Durlak!and!DuPre,!2008)!which!was!determined!by!behavioural!observation!or!











being! LIC.! They! reported! that! many! studies! combine! implementation! measures! for!
analysis!and!most!studies!score! individual!measures!as!well!as!average!them!across!





different! methodology! to! measure! implementation! strength! and! compare! with! other!
outcomes,! are! shown! in! Table! 6! on! page! 98.! Each! describe! a! different! method! of!








































































































































































































































































































alongside!effectiveness! is!now! largely! recognised!and!a!wide! range!of!guidance!now!
exists.! This! methodology! is! likely! to! be! of! great! benefit! for! research! in! LIC,! where!
reducing!the!time!taken!for!effective! interventions!to!be!incorporated!into!routine!care!
and! identifying! which! components! of! an! intervention! are! essential! to! influence! the!













global! health.! There! are! proven,! effective! interventions! but! many! barriers! exist! in!
ensuring! that! women! have! access! to! them.! All! these! interventions! require! timely!
administering! in! order! to! save! lives.! Early! detection! of! pregnancy! complications! is!
therefore!the!first!critical!step!in!saving!lives.!There!are!known!risk!factors!for!the!most!
common! pregnancy! complications,! haemorrhage,! sepsis! and! hypertension,! but!








health! outcomes,! especially! in! low! resource! settings! where! they! have! the! greatest!
capacity! to! work.! Therefore,! there! is! a! need! for! robust! evidence! on! the! efficacy! of!











rural! district! in!Tanzania!did!not!have!access! to!a!working!BP!device.!The!prototype!
device! was! introduced! into! facilities! and! a! tally! counter! used! to! monitor! use.! This!
confirmed! that! the! device!was!used! frequently.!A! further!before!and!after! study!was!








Canada! to! explore! understanding! of! the! visual! display.! This,! in! combination! with!
retrospective!analysis!of!vital!signs!in!women!with!PPH!(as!described!in!1.4.2!(Nathan!
et!al.,!2015c,!El!Ayadi!et!al.,!2016))!resulted!in!creation!of!the!new!CRADLE!VSA!model!






Africa.! This!demonstrated! that! in!women!with! obstetric! haemorrhage!and! sepsis! the!
traffic! light! threshold! strongly! predicted! risk! of! ICU! admission! and! emergency!
hysterectomy.(Nathan,!2018)!In!women!with!hypertension,!the!threshold!predicted!risk!
of!renal!impairment,!ICU!admission!and!magnesium!sulfate!use.(Nathan!et!al.,!2018b)!
Qualitative! work! undertaken! in! India,! Mozambique,! Nigeria! and! South! Africa! (n=155!
interviews!and!n=6!focus!groups)!demonstrated!that!HCP!found!the!device!easy!to!use!




acceptability! of! the! device! and! potential! benefit! of! the! traffic! light! alert! in! predicting!
adverse!maternal! outcomes.!Whilst! the! validity!of! the!CRADLE!VSA!as!an!accurate,!
easy!to!use!tool!is!confirmed,!the!potential!impact!of!the!device!on!routine!maternity!care!
and! resulting! clinical! outcomes! is! unknown.! The! CRADLE/3! trial! therefore! aims! to!
determine!whether! introduction!of! the!device! into! routine!maternity!care!could! reduce!
morbidity!and!mortality.! If!proven! to!be!effective,! the! result!would!support!wide!scale!








































dependent! on! capacity! to! change! behaviour,! in! addition! to! the! response! of! women.!






























































or! non/governmental! organisation! and! also! necessary! to! ensure! there! was! suffiient!














in! LIC! often! have! inadequate! access! to! equipment! (as! described! in! Section! 1.4.3)!




across! clusters! in! different! countries! would! have! been! challenging! and! stepped!
implementation!represents!a!practical!solution.!As!the!trial!is!being!undertaken!in!multiple!





intervention! effectively! being! the! control! for! each! cluster.! This! will! enable! an!



























The! primary! outcome! is! to! evaluate! the! impact! of! the! intervention! on!morbidity! and!
mortality.!This!has!been!chosen!over!intermediate!process!outcomes,!such!as!changes!
to!clinical!management,!because!surrogate!outcomes!do!not!always!correlate!with!the!
intended! health! outcomes.! In! addition,! demonstrating! a! successful! change! in! an!
important!health!outcome!is!most!likely!to!result!in!the!intervention!being!incorporated!
into! policy.!Given! the! challenges! of! collecting! data! from! routine! sources! in! LIC! with!









effectiveness!of! the! intervention,!evaluation!of! the! implementation!process!is!vital.!As!
this!is!a!secondary!outcome!of!the!trial!this!is!a!hybrid!type!1!evaluation.!The!measures!









is! primarily! based!on!modelled!data! from!observational! studies!based! in!hospitals!or!
household! surveys! that! are! prone! to! bias.! There! is! a! lack! of! prospective,! rigorously!
collected!prevalence!data!across!the!health!system.!It!is!anticipated!that!the!data!of!this!
















2.! To! test! the! effectiveness! of! the! CRADLE! intervention! in! reducing! maternal!
morbidity!and!mortality!in!LMIC!settings!(Chapter!3).!









2% Evaluation% of% a% novel% vital% sign% device% to% reduce%maternal%








into! routine!maternity! care! in! 10! LIC.! The!MRC!Guidance! on! complex! interventions!
proposes! that! interventions!and! implementation!strategies!be! shaped!by!early!phase!
piloting! and! development! work.! We! present! the! findings! of! a! three/month! mixed/





multiple/choice! questionnaires,! evaluation! of! clinical! management! (action! log),! HCP!





The! package! was! implemented! with! high! fidelity! (85%! of! HCP! trained,! n=204).! The!
questionnaires! indicated!a!good!understanding!of!device!use!with!75%!of!participants!







intervention! improved! capacity! to! make! clinical! decisions,! escalate! care! and! make!
appropriate!referrals.!!Nine!of!the!ten!main!trial!sites!achieved!ethical!approval!for!pilot!
data!collection.! Intensive!care!was!an! inconsistent!marker!of!morbidity!and!stroke!an!




This! feasibility! study! demonstrates! that! the! components! of! the! intervention! were!
acceptable,!methods!of!implementing!were!successful,!and!the!main!trial!design!would!
be! feasible.! Qualitative! work! identified! key! moderators! that! informed! the! main! trial!








childbirth.(World!Health!Organisation,! 2015b)! The!most! common! causes! of!maternal!
mortality! worldwide! are! hypertensive! disorders,! obstetric! haemorrhage,! sepsis! and!
abortion!complications.!There!are!simple!interventions!that!are!readily!available!to!treat!
these! conditions.! However,! in! low/resource! settings,! delays! in! presenting! to! care,!
reaching! care! and! receiving! this! care! all! contribute! to! high! maternal! mortality.!
Measurement!of!vital!signs!is!the!first!step!in!recognising!women!at!risk!of!deterioration!








The!CRADLE/3! trial! aims! to!determine!whether! implementation!of! a!novel! vital! sign!
device! and! educational! package! into! routine! maternity! care! at! both! community! and!







The! trial! development! was! informed! by! the! MRC! guidance! for! complex!
interventions.(Craig!et!al.,!2008)!Although!the!stages!of!development!and!evaluation!can!
take!many!different!forms,! it! is!recommended!that!key!uncertainties! in!the!design!are!
systematically!studied!in!a!development!phase.!Procedures!should!be!tested!for!their!
acceptability! and! the! likely! rates! of! recruitment! estimated! to! inform! sample! size!
calculations.! The! guidance! also! states! that! a! mixture! of! qualitative! and! quantitative!






working! in! multiple! LMIC.! Prior! to! the! CRADLE! 3! trial! start! a! mixed/methodology!
feasibility! study! was! undertaken! to! finalise! the! intervention! and! implementation!


















1.! Exploration! of! the! acceptability! and! feasibility! of! the! CRADLE! programme!
components!and!the!development!of! its! implementation!strategies!by!a!mixed/
method! evaluation! in! three! non/trial! sites! representative! of! the! 10! main! trial!
clusters.!!
2.! Collection! of! primary! outcome! data! in! the! 10! main! trial! clusters! in! order! to!
evaluate! the! methods! of! data! collection,! and! assess! factors! related! to! the!
randomisation!programme!(number!of!deliveries!per!month)!and!the!sample!size!
calculation.!



























et! al.,! 2015a)! and! calculates! the! pregnant! mother’s! risk! of! hypovolaemic! or! septic!
shock.(Nathan!et!al.,!2015c,!El!Ayadi!et!al.,!2016)!It!has!been!specifically!developed!to!













































•! Basic! overview! of! clinical! assessment! and! management! of! pre/
eclampsia/eclampsia!and!shock!in!relation!to!the!traffic!light!alerts.!!




followed!by!a!demonstration!of! the! features!and!use!of! the!CRADLE!VSA!and!small!
group! practice! using! the! CRADLE! VSA.! Training! finished! with! interactive! clinical!
scenarios!exploring!the!use!of!the!CRADLE!VSA!with!available!guidance!and!resources.!
Attendees!were!given!training!materials!and!CRADLE!VSA!devices!to!disseminate!to!
their! clinical! areas.! The! implementation! team! attended! each! clinical! area! over! the!
subsequent! days! (depending! on! cluster! size)! to! support! dissemination! and! hold!
interactive!sessions.!!
!
The! core! components! of! the! intervention! (provision! of! the! CRADLE! VSA! devices,!
animated! films,! posters! and! content! of! the! training! presentation)! were! standardized!
across!all!sites.!The!way!the!core!components!were!delivered!was!adapted!to!meet!the!





and!management!according! to! local! guidelines.!Vital! signs!measurement! is! normally!













of! the! local! research! team.! Anonymised!data!were! recorded! onto! a!paper! form! and!
transferred!by!the!research!team!onto!a!purpose/built!online!database!(MedSciNet).!!
!






Outcome% Method%of%Measurement% Time% of%
measurement%



































today’.!This!was!compared! to!baseline! information!of!available! resources! to! interpret!






of! the! VSA! in! clinical! practice! whilst! allowing! time! to! make! improvements! to! the!
intervention!within!the!funding!timeline.!The!aim!of!these!was!to!further!knowledge!on!
the!acceptability!of!the!device!features!gained!from!a!previous!observational!study!of!the!
CRADLE! VSA! (CRADLE/2)(Hannah! L! Nathan,! 2018)! by! exploring! the! feasibility! of!
implementing! the!CRADLE! package!and! how! incorporating! it! into! routine! care!might!
change! behaviour.!Participants!were! selected! through! purposive! sampling! to! ensure!
representation!of!different!HCP!cadres!in!hospital!and!community!care.!Participants!were!
approached! face/to/face! and! gave! written! informed! consent! to! participate! in! the!






New! concepts! initiated! by! participants! that! could! not! be! categorized!within! the! initial!













al.,! 2015b,!Nathan!et! al.,! 2015a,!Nathan! et! al.,! 2015c)! It! was!necessary! to! create!a!
training! package! that! could! be! disseminated! quickly! in! multiple! contexts! and! easily!
understood! by!every! cadre! of!HCP!with!different! resources!available.! Therefore,!we!
selected!animated!film!as!the!main!component!so!that!voice!overs!could!be!translated!
at!minimal!additional!cost!and! it!could!be!disseminated!widely!onto!smart!phones!by!






the! evidence! described! in! the! introduction! with! input! of! the! research! team! and! key!
stakeholders.!These!included!representative!HCP!and!service!managers!from!our!LIC!
trial!sites!and!implementation!experts.!The!moderating!factors!and!anticipated!changes!

















more! culturally! appropriate.! In! all! countries! the! guidance! for! management! of! preA
eclampsia,!haemorrhage!and!shock,!which!was!based!on!WHO!guidelines,(World!Health!


















21! 90%!(n=92)! 8!days! 62!
Bishoftu,!
Ethiopia!
3! 85%!(n=37)! 3!days! 29!
Ramadurg,!India! 37! 95%!(n=75)! 2!days! 53!
!
In! total,! 108! questionnaires! were! distributed! and! 97! fully! completed! by! HCP! and!
analysed,!16%!by!HCP!working! in!primary! level! facilities!and!84%! in!secondary! level!
facilities.!This! represents!48%!of! those! trained.!Of! these,! five!were!doctors,! 78!were!
nurses!and!midwives!and!15!were!allied!HCP.!The!majority!of!respondents!had!more!
than!five!years!of!service!(1A5!years!n=28,!29%X!6A10!years!n=35,!36%X!>10!years!n=34,!













burden! of! work! required! to! complete! these! logs! and! this! is! explored! further! in! the!
discussion.!Analysis!of!these!records!was!therefore!challenging,!and!results!should!be!






The! action! logs! demonstrated! varying! practice! in! response! to! a! yellow! light! with! a!
downward!pointing!arrow.!This!result!indicates!a!relative!low!BP!compared!to!the!HR.!In!
Ramadurg,! India,! the! majority! of! these! patients! were! referred! to! higher! level! care,!
compared! to! fewer! in! Bishoftu,! Ethiopia.! This! variance! highlighted! ambiguity! in! the!
training!materials.!This!was!explored!widely!with!stakeholders!and!changes!made!to!the!
training!materials!accordingly.!A!yellow!down! light!may!be!caused!by!multiple!clinical!












researchers! from! training! and! outreach! support! visits.! Individual! interviews! were!
undertaken! with! nine! nurses,! five! midwives,! one! maternity! manager,! two! health!
assistants!and!one!doctor.!The!median!age!of!participants!was!25A34!years!(n=12)!(18A
24,!n=1X!34A44,!n=3X!45A54,!nA2),!the!most!common!number!of!years!of!service!was!1A5!
(n=8)! (6A10! years,! n=5X! 11A15! years,! n=2X! >15,! n=3).! Findings! are! presented! under!
themes!below.!Interviews!and!focus!groups!were!undertaken!in!private,!quiet!locations!
near! the! participant’s! place! of! work! with! no! nonAparticipant! observers! to! ensure!
confidentiality!and!allow!for!an!open!discussion.!Sessions!lasted!between!15A75!minutes!
























otherwise! not! be! recognised.! This! was! reported! to! be!mainly! because! in! pressured!
environments!with!fatigued!staff!abnormal!results!may!be!missed!whereas!a!red!light!is!
an!instantly!recognisable!alarm.!This,!in!combination!with!the!training!materials!was!felt!





















Other! HCP! acknowledged! that! this! was! a! common! result! but! demonstrated!














“It' is' helpful' in' providing' immediate' care' to' the'patient.' As' everything' is' given' there'









to! increase.! In!Zimbabwe!and!Ethiopia! responses!were!mixed!with! some! reporting!a!




































Training! materials! updated! to! explain! the! reason! for!
each!colour!light!and!guidance!updated!to!place!greater!







E! Interactive! training! session! developed! which!







Chargers!provided! in!addition! to!the!cable! that!comes!
as!standard!in!the!package.!
High! staff! turnover! /!















































collection!were!discussed!and!optimised!based!on! the!existing! resources!available! in!













number! of! strokes! reported!across!all! sites!was! just! two,! both! from!one! site.! It! was!























First! the!overall! rate!of! the!primary!outcome!was!determined! in! the!nine!clusters!and!
each!cluster! given!a! corresponding! rank! r! from!one! to!nine! (e.g.! the! cluster!with! the!
lowest! event! rate! given! rank! 1! up! to! the! highest! event! rate! given! rank! 9).! ! Then! a!
provisional! list! of! the! order! of! intervention! was! determined! for! each! cluster! using!



















This! paper! aims! to! describe! the! mixed! methodology! feasibility! study! exploring! the!
acceptability!and!feasibility!of! introducing!the!CRADLE!package!into!routine!maternity!
care!in!LMIC!along!with!the!feasibility!of!the!main!trial!data!collection!processes.!The!key!






adaptation.! In! addition,! we! have! confirmed! that! the! methods! of! collecting! the! main!
outcome! data!are! feasible!and! can! be!maintained! for! consistency! and! this!data!has!
successfully! been! used! to! improve! the! study! design,! randomisation! and! power!
calculation.!
!
The! MRC! framework! stresses! the! importance! of! quality! development! work! to! avoid!
problems!with!acceptability,!compliance,!recruitment!and!retention.!Yet!methodological!
research! suggests! that! pilot! studies! are! often! poorly! performed! and! few! are!
published.(Eldridge! et! al.,! 2004)! Most! published! examples! of! complex! interventions!
demonstrate! valuable! learning! from! pilotsZ! for! example,! the! exploratory! RCT! of! an!
intervention! to! reduce! alcohol! related! harm! demonstrated! that! whilst! the! trial! was!
methodologically!feasible,!poor!enthusiasm!resulted! in! low!fidelity!thus!the!conclusion!
that! the! intervention! would! need! to! be! enforced! in! future! work.(Moore! et! al.,! 2012)!
However,!published!description!of!its!use!in!the!field!of!maternity!and!in!LMIC!is!scarce.!
!
Through! this! feasibility! study!we!have!experienced! the!practicalities!of! undertaking!a!
pragmatic!process!evaluation!in!a!lowCresource!setting.!The!MRC!supporting!guidance!
provides!explanation! for! each!of! the! key!dimensions!of! implementation! that! could!be!
measured!and!guides!researchers!to!select!the!most!important!questions!to!investigate.!
Whilst! this! is!a!strength!of! the! framework,!as! it!ensures!comprehensive!evaluation!of!
implementation,!it!provides!little!guidance!on!how!to!select!suitable!outcome!measures!





















and!management! of! complications.! In! this! feasibility! study,! the! action! log! of! referral!
practice! was! poorly! received! and! completed! due! to! the! extra! burden! of! work! it!
demanded.! For! the! main! trial,! we! chose! to! explore! change! in! practice! during! the!






















published! to! inform!others! researching!similar!areas.! In!a!situation!where!a!complete!
development!phase!is!not!possible!due!to!the!stepped!wedge!design!we!demonstrated!
that! our! event! rate! in! the! main! trial! sites! is! sufficient! to! have! adequate! power.! We!
undertook! formal! qualitative! analysis! to! explore! the! acceptability! of! the! program!
components!and! feasibility! of! implementation.!We! did!not! assess! knowledge! of! vital!




This! feasibility! study! demonstrates! that! the! components! of! the! intervention! were!
acceptable!and!the!methods!of!implementing!successful.!Qualitative!work!identified!key!
moderators!that!have!informed!the!main!trial!process!evaluation.!Changes!to!the!training!
package,! implementation! strategy,! study! design! and! processes! were! identified! to!
optimise! the! main! trial! implementation.! Carrying! out! these! changes! in! practice,! (for!
example!to!the!data!collection!forms,!database!and!graphics!of!the!training!materials)!
were! challenging!within! the! sixCmonth!allocated! time! frame!of! this! feasibility! study.! If!
larger!changes!had!been!required,!for!example!to!the!components!of! the! intervention!
which! would! require! reCtesting,! this! would! not! have! been! possible.! Funders!
recommending!that!a!development!phase!is!incorporated!into!a!standard!3Cyear!funding!
period!might! therefore! take! into! consideration! the! time! taken! to!undertake! the!work,!








the! implementation!processes! in!geographically!distant! sites!was!necessary! to!avoid!
contamination! of! the! trial! area.! ! Whilst! undertaking! this! in! multiple! sites! required!
additional!work,! it!allowed!for!greater!understanding!of!how! the! intervention!could!be!

















In! 2015,! over! 800! women! died! in! pregnancy! and! childbirth! every! day.! Obstetric!
haemorrhage,! sepsis!and!HDP!account! for! over! 50%! of!maternal! deaths!worldwide.!
There!are!effective!treatments!for!these!pregnancy!complications,!but!they!require!early!
detection!by!measurement!of! vital! signs!and! timely!administration! to! save! lives.!The!
































Maternal!mortality! remains!a!challenge!worldwide,!especially! in! lowCresource!settings!
where!in!2015,!an!estimated!303,000!women!died!from!complications!of!pregnancy!and!
childbirth.(World! Health! Organisation,! 2015b)! The! leading! direct! causes! of! maternal!
mortality! are!obstetric! haemorrhage! (27·1%),! hypertensive!disorders! (14·0%),! sepsis!
(10·7%)! and! abortion! complications! (7·9%).(Say! et! al.,! 2014)! There! are! simple,!
evidenceCbased! interventions!available! for! the!majority! of! these!conditions.(Campbell!




Vital!sign!measurement! is!the! first!step! in! recognising!women!at! risk!of!deterioration,!
(particularly! from! hypertension,! obstetric! haemorrhage! and! sepsis)! and! therefore! in!
initiating! treatments! that! can! prevent! potentially! catastrophic! maternal! and! perinatal!
complications.(World!Health!Organisation,!2005a)!EWS!allow!for!tracking!of!vital!signs!






maternal! morbidity! and! mortality! but! these! are! generally! small,! retrospective!
studies.(Singh!et!al.,!2012,!Ryan!et!al.,!2017,!Hedriana!et!al.,!2016,!Carle!et!al.,!2013,!
PaterninaCCaicedo!et!al.,!2017,! Lappen!et!al.,!2010,!Edwards!et! al.,! 2015)!Only!one!
prospective,!nonCrandomised!study!has!demonstrated!that!implementing!a!paperCbased!
EWS! across! six! highCincome! pilot! hospitals! resulted! in! a! significant! reduction! in! a!









SI.! It! has! been! extensively! tested! and! is! validated! as! accurate! in! pregnant! women,!
including!those!with!high!and!low!BP.(de!Greeff!et!al.,!2008,!Nathan!et!al.,!2015b,!Nathan!
et! al.,! 2015a)! Qualitative! implementation! evaluation! in! lowCresource! settings! has!
determined!that!it!is!easy!to!use,!robust!and!suitable!for!use!by!any!cadre!of!HCP,!even!
those! without! extensive! training! such! as! CHWs.(Nathan! et! al.,! 2018a)! Results! are!
displayed!digitally!and!on!a!traffic!light!EWS!which!indicates!abnormal!vital!signs!(Figure!
23).(Nathan!et!al.,!2018a)!This!is!important!in!lowCresource!settings!where!routine!clinical!















a! composite! of! allCcause! maternal! mortality! or! major! morbidity! (eclampsia! and!
hysterectomy).(Nathan!et!al.,!2018b)!This!trial!was!preceded!by!a!sixCmonth!feasibility!
study!to!develop!and!improve!the!intervention!and!implementation!strategies,(Vousden!























and! accurate! vital! signs! device! in! preventing! maternal! morbidity! and! mortality! in! low!
resource!settings.!In!ten!clusters!in!eight!LMIC,!introduction!of!the!device!with!an!educational!
package! into! routine! maternity! care! reduced! a! composite! of! maternal! morbidity! and!
mortality,!but!the!variation!in!event!rates!between!and!within!clusters!over!time,!meant!this!
reduction! could!not! be!attributed! to! the! intervention,!despite!over!4000!primary!outcome!
events! (maternal!death,!eclampsia!or!hysterectomy)!amongst!a!population!of!over!half!a!








this! reduction! cannot! be! attributed! to! the! intervention.! Evaluation! of! the! intervention! in!
individual!countries!may!elucidate!mechanisms!by!which! it! impacts!on!outcomes.!To!our!
knowledge!this! is!the!first!stepped!wedge!RCT!undertaken!across!multiple!countries!and!
continentsZ! the! design!was! chosen! after! careful! consideration,! including! the! intention! to!













registered! with! ISRCTN! (41244132)! with! no! important! methodological! changes.! Ten!
clusters!across!eight!countries!were!identified!and!agreed!to!participate.!These!were!in!
Addis! Ababa! in! Ethiopia,! Cap! Haitien! in! Haiti,! Freetown! in! Sierra! Leone,! Harare! in!
Zimbabwe,!Gokak! in! India,!Kampala!and!Mbale! in!Uganda!and!Lusaka!and!Ndola! in!
Zambia.!Each!cluster!comprised!at!least!one!urban!or!periCurban!secondary!or!tertiary!
health!facility!providing!comprehensive!emergency!obstetric!care!with!multiple!peripheral!
facilities! that! referred! to! the! central! hospital! (Nathan! et! al.,! 2018b).! Facilities! were!
identified!by!the!local!primary!investigators!as!the!main!facilities!that!refer!to!the!central!
hospital! within! a! feasible! geographical! area.! Community! HCP! were! included! in!
implementation! in!clusters!where! they!were!supported!at!a!district! level!and!active! in!
routine!maternity!care!provision! (Ndola!and!Cap!Haitien).!Clusters!crossed!over! from!
















and! training! package! was! iteratively! developed! and! piloted! as! previously! described!
(Nathan!et!al.,!2018b).!At!the!randomly!allocated!timeCpoint,!the!training!package!was!
delivered! in! interactive!group!sessions! to!HCP! from!each!of! the! clinical! areas! in! the!
cluster!facilities.!Some!HCP!in!each!cluster!became!CRADLE!Champions!and!provided!
ongoing! training! and! support! in! their! clinical! areas.! The! local! implementation! team!
provided!regular!support!to!all!facilities!with!at!least!monthly!contact.!Existing!equipment!
for! measuring! vital! signs! was! usually! removed! from! clinical! use! unless! there! were!
specific!functions!needed!(repeated!automated!measures! in!a!high!dependency!unit).!










the!primary!outcome! (eclampsia,!emergency!hysterectomy!and!maternal! death),! ICU!














to! infrastructure,! patient! payment! requirements! or! environmental! conditions! were!

































Ethical! approval! was! granted! by! the! King’s! College! London! Research! Ethics!













Statistical! analyses! were! undertaken! in! Stata! version! 14.2! (by! PTS).! The! planned!
comparison!using! risk! ratios!was!undertaken!but! did!not! converge! for! the!majority! of!
results.!This!is!a!common!finding!in!analyses!of!rates,!therefore!results!are!reported!as!
odds! ratios.! ! The!main! analysis! used! logistic! regression! with! generalised! estimating!
equations!and!a!populationCaveraged!model.(Hussey,!2007)!For!the!primary!analysis!of!
the! primary! outcome! and! its! individual! components,(The! European! Agency! for! the!
Evaluation! of! Medicinal! Products,! 2002)! we! adjusted! for! three! predictors:! cluster!









the! intervention! or! a! change! in! slope! of! the! line! at! the! time! the! intervention! was!
introduced! (linear! splines!or! “bent! stick”).!This!was!an!amendment! from! the!planned!














regressive! correlation! allows! for! decreasing! correlations! between! observations! over!








































(%* per* month* (95%*
CI))*
Difference*%*(95%*CI))*
Total!Number!of!deliveries! 247238! 288995! NA! NA! NA!
Number!of!deliveries!per!month:!Mean!(SD)! 2472!(1569)! 2890!(2291)! 2681!(1970)! 3!(95!to!11)!
p=0.46!
418!(9713!to!1567)!p=0.49!
Place*of*Delivery* ! ! ! ! !








Home:!N!(%)! 105!(4.8%)! 118!(4.7%)! 111!(4.8%)! 90.1!(0.3!to!0.1)!
p=0.28!
90.1%!(92.4!to!2.2)!p=0.92!
Mode*of*delivery* ! ! ! ! !
Caesarean!section:!N!(%)! 366!(16.8%)! 494!(18.1%)! 430!(17.4%)! 0.3!(90.1!to!0.6)!
p=0.19!
1.3%!(92.4!to!5.0)!p=0.52!
Total!Number!of!facilities! ! ! ! ! !
Number!of!primary!level!care!facilities! 232! 224! 228! 90!(no!trend)! 91.0!(98.0!to!7.0)!p=0.85!
Number!of!secondary!level!care!facilities! 44! 36! 40! 90!(no!trend)! 1.0!(92.0!to!1.0)!p=0.44!





Total* Number* of* facilities* (per* 1,000*
deliveries)*
! ! ! ! !
Number!of!primary!level!care!facilities:!Mean!
(SD)!
13.8!(15.3)! 14.3!(15.7)! 14.1!(15.5)! 0.0!(90.4!to!0.4)!
p=0.96!
0.4!(93.9!to!4.7)!p=0.85!
Number! of! secondary! level! care! facilities:!
Mean!(SD)!





0.8!(1.4)! 0.8!(1.2)! 0.8!(1.3)! 90.0!(90.0!to!0.0)!
p=0.74!
0.0!(90.3!to!0.4)!p=0.89!
Obstetric*resources* ! ! ! ! !
Capacity! for! blood! transfusion! (Mean!%!of!
facilities!(SD))!
28.9%!(21.7)! 21.3%!(16.4)! 25.1%!(19.5)! 90.1!(90.3!to!0.1)!
p=0.42!
97.7!(922.4!to!7.1)!p=0.34!
Adult!Intensive!Care!Unit!beds:!Mean!(SD)! 11.7!(9.1)! 10.1!(9.1)! 10.9!(9.1)! 90.1!(90.2!to!0.1)!
p=0.35!
91.6!(96.0!to!2.8)!p=0.49!




Personnel!(per!1,000!deliveries)! ! ! ! ! !











Clinical!Officers:!Mean!(SD)! 30.5!(34.3)! 20.8!(23.0)! 25.6!(29.6)! 90.0!(90.2!to!0.1)!
p=0.61!
99.6!(926.6!to!7.4)!p=0.30!





4.0!(3.3)! 5.7!(4.7)! 4.9!(4.2)! 90.0!(90.1!to!0.0)!
p=0.42!
1.7!(91.4!to!4.9)!p=0.31!












A! total! of! 4067! women! had! a! primary! outcome! (one! or! more! of! maternal! death,!
eclampsia,! hysterectomy)! from! 536,223! deliveries! (Table! 12).! There! was! an! 8%!






























N=247238! N=288995! ! ! !
Composite! (one! or! more! of! eclampsia,!



































































Secondary! perinatal! outcomes! (per!
1000!births! in!women!with!a!primary!
outcome)!






















presented! in! Table! 12.! There! was! a! significant! reduction! in! the! rate! of! emergency!
hysterectomy!in!the!intervention!period!compared!to!the!control!period,!but!the!eclampsia!
and! maternal! death! rates! did! not! significantly! change! (Table! 12).! Very! few! women!
experienced! a! stroke,! with! 13! in! the! control! period! and! 9! in! the! intervention! period!










significant! changes! in! the! cause! of!maternal! death!between!groups! (Table!13).! The!
highest!proportion!of! first!eclamptic!fits!occurred!in!the!community.!After!adjustments,!
there!were!no!significant!changes!between!groups!in!the!place!of!first!fit.!Nearly!half!of!
emergency! hysterectomies! were! performed! for! ruptured! uterus! (47.4%S! n=323)! with!



















Place*of*death*(as*%*of*all*deaths)** N=451* N=546* ! !
Central!referral!facility:!n!(%)! 428!(94.9%)! 522!(95.6%)! D! D!
Peripheral!facility:!n!(%)! 12!(2.7%)! 17!(3.1%)! D! D!
Community:!n!(%)! 11!(2.4%)! 7!(1.3%)! D! D!































































































































This! trial!was!unable! to!demonstrate!a!direct!effect!of! the!CRADLE! intervention!on!a!
composite!outcome!of!maternal!mortality!and!morbidity,!although!these!fell!by!8%!during!
the!trial.!There!was!considerable!heterogeneity!of!data!between!and!within!sites,!giving!











the! trial!population,! use!of! routine!birth!and!death!data! triangulated!with!active! case!
finding,!important!clinical!outcomes,!implementation!into!all!levels!of!healthcare!facilities!
(including!community)!within!clusters,!and!the!randomised!design.!A!limitation!was!that!







The! stepped! wedge! RCT! design! was! chosen! for! practical! reasons! as! phased!
implementation!across!ten!clusters!was!more!feasible!than!simultaneous!implementation!




























































































et!al.,!2016)! this! trial!was!unusual! in!being!undertaken!across!multiple!countries!and!
presents!valuable! learning!for!others!planning!multiScountry!stepped!wedge!RCT_!we!
can!only!identify!one!published!trial!undertaken!in!multiple!countries!(Europe).(van!der!
Kooi! et! al.,! 2018)! Compared! to! parallelScluster! trial! designs,! stepped! wedge! RCTs!
remains!an!appropriate!solution!with!an!ICC!anticipated!up!to!0.1,(Hemming!et!al.,!2015)!






to! the! intervention.! Trends! from! the!WHO! indicate! that! over! the! last! five! years,! the!
average!reduction!in!MMR!across!the!eight!countries!in!this!trial!was!only!2%!per!year!
(range!S1%!in!Malawi!to!22%!in!Ethiopia).(World!Health!Organisation,!2015b)!There!is!a!
scarcity! of! reliable! prevalence! trends! for! eclampsia! and!maternal! morbidity! in! these!
countries! as! data! are! primarily! limited! to! intervention! studies! or! small! observational!








the! importance! of! vital! signs!measurement! in! pregnancy.!We! hypothesised! that! this!





providing! reliable! equipment! thus! increasing! the! number!of!women! that! receive! vital!
signs!monitoring!and!subsequent!management!of!pregnancy!complications.!Following!
identification!of! complications,! prevention!of!morbidity! and!mortality! is! dependent!on!
capacity! of! HCP! and! their! health! system! to! respond.! A! mixedSmethods! process!
evaluation!was!undertaken!in!parallel!to!this!trial.!This!measured!implementation!(fidelity,!
dose!and!reach)!and!explored!potential!mechanisms!of!the!intervention!in!each!cluster.!




In! conclusion,! the! CRADLE! intervention! was! successfully! implemented! into! routine!
maternity! care! in! lowSresource! settings.! This! was! associated! with! a! reduction! in! a!
composite! of! death,! eclampsia! and! hysterectomy! but! only! the! latter! was! directly!
attributed!to!the!intervention.!The!trial!had!insufficient!power!due!to!unexpected!variation!
between! clusters! and! despite!more% than% 4000% primary% outcome! events,%which!was%








4$ Exploring$ the$ effect$ of$ implementation$ and$ context$ on$ a$
stepped$ wedge$ randomised;controlled$ trial$ of$ a$ vital$ sign$






Interventions! aimed! at! reducing! maternal! mortality! are! increasingly! complex.!
Understanding!how!complex!interventions!are!delivered,!to!whom,!and!how!they!work!is!
key! in!ensuring!their!rapid!scale!up.!We!delivered!a!vital!signs!triage!intervention! into!
routine!maternity! care! in!eight! LMIC! countries!with! the! aim!of! reducing!a! composite!
outcome! of! morbidity! and! mortality.! This! was! a! pragmatic,! hybrid! effectivenessS
implementation!SWSRCT.! In! this! study,!we!present! the! results!of! the!mixedSmethods!






focus!groups! (n=19)!at! threeSmonths!and!six! to!nineSmonths!after! implementation.! In!
order!to!determine!the!effect!of!implementation!on!effectiveness,!measures!were!ranked!










was!an! increase! in! the!proportion!of!women!having! their!BP!measured! in!pregnancy!
following! the! intervention! (79.2%! vs.! 97.6%_! OR! 1.30,! 95%! CI! 1.29S1.31)! and! no!
significant! change! in! referral! rates! (3.7%! vs.! 4.4%! OR! 0.89_! 95%! CI! 0.39S2.05).!
Availability!of!resources!and!acceptable,!effective!referral!systems!influenced!health!care!














the! majority! of! which! can! be! prevented! with! established,! costSeffective!
interventions.(Adam!et!al.,!2005)!Yet,!in!LMIC,!challenges!such!as!inadequate!numbers!
of! trained!HCP! (World!Health!Organisation,! 2006)!and! insufficient! access! to! reliable,!
accurate,!equipment!to!monitor!vital!signs!(Abdu!et!al.,!2017,!Penfold!et!al.,!2013,!Ziraba!
et!al.,!2009,!Ministry!of!Health!and!Social!Welfare!Tanzania,!2014S2015)!lead!to!delays!





mortality! and!morbidity.(Thaddeus!and!Maine,! 1994,!Gabrysch!and!Campbell,! 2009)!
Current! priorities! of! the! global! health! community! include! combining! single! effective!
interventions! into!packages!of!care,!alongside!strategies!to! improve!uptake,!coverage!































and! training! package! introduced! into! routine! maternity! care,! in! ten! clusters! across!
Ethiopia,!India,!Haiti,!Malawi,!Sierra!Leone,!Uganda,!Zambia!and!Zimbabwe!with!the!of!







those! with! minimal! training! and! community! health! workers! also! play! a! vital! role! in!













of! Health! and! Social! Welfare! Tanzania,! 2014S2015)! training! in! detection! and!






Health! Organisation,! 2005b,! Fulton! et! al.,! 2011)! ! ! In! addition,! qualitative! evaluation!
(Nathan!et! al.,! 2018a)!and! a!mixedSmethods! feasibility! study! (Vousden!et! al.,! 2018)!
determined!that!the!device!is!robust!and!easy!to!use!by!any!cadre!of!HCP!and!that!the!






which! it! was! delivered! and! to! determine! whether! differences! in! the! effect! of! the!
intervention!on!the!primary!outcome!can!be!explained.!This!can!be!divided!into!a!several!
objectives! informed!by!the!RESAIM!framework.(Gaglio!et!al.,!2013,!Grant!et!al.,!2013)!





















The! intervention!comprised! the!CRADLE!VSA!which!was!delivered! through!a!oneSoff!
interactive! training! session! of! CRADLE! Champions.! These! were! purposely! selected!
HCP! from! each! ward! or! facility! in! the! trial! cluster.! They! were! selected! prior! to!
implementation,!either!as!managers!and/or!as!influential!in!their!clinical!area!by!the!local!
research! team.!Interactive! training!sessions!covered! the!use!and!maintenance!of! the!
device!and!suggested!clinical!management! in! response! to!abnormal!vital!signs!using!
presentations,!demonstration,!practice!and!clinical!scenarios.!The!CRADLE!Champions!
were!provided!with!posters,!training!manuals!and!a!short,!animated!training!film!(sent!by!
Bluetooth! to! smartphones).! The! CRADLE! Champions! then! used! these! materials! to!
provide!ongoing! training!and! support! in! their! clinical! area.! These! components! of! the!
























including!community!HCP! in! two!clusters!where!they!were!active! in! routine!maternity!
care! and! approved! for! inclusion! (Ndola! and! Cap! Haitien).! All! women! identified! as!



























officers! and! community! HCP! in! Ndola! and! Cap! Haitien),! availability! of! existing! BP!
equipment,! blood! transfusion! services,! intensive! care! beds! and! magnesium! sulfate.!
These! were! selected! as! markers! of! health! system! context! that! were! important! and!
feasible!to!measure.!This!was!updated!a!minimum!of!three!times!during!the!trial!period.!
Major! changes! to! the! political! or! physical! environment! such! as! infrastructure,! staff!
retention! and! extreme! weather! conditions! were! evaluated! monthly.! The! number! of!










evaluate! the!ways! in!which! the! intervention,! and! participants! interaction!with! it,!may!
trigger! change! (mechanisms!of!action),(Vousden!et! al.,!2018)! the!number!of!women!
attending! maternity! services,! the! proportion! that! had! their! BP! measured! and! the!
proportion! referred! to! higher! level! care! were! measured! for! a! fourJweek! period!







In! each! site,! we! undertook! semiJstructured! interviews! (n=3J5)! and! focus! group!
discussions! (n=1)!with!HCP,! three!months! after! implementation.! These! explored! the!
uptake!of! the! intervention,! its! influence!on! clinical!management!and!any!unexpected!
consequences.!In!sites!that!implemented!in!the!first!14!months!of!the!trial,!a!further!focus!
group!discussion!was!undertaken!at!six!to!nine!months!after!implementation!to!explore!
whether! influence! on! clinical! management,! escalation! and! referral! systems! changed!
over!time!and!the!sustainability!of!the!intervention.!In!total!we!conducted!36!interviews!
and!19!focus!group!discussions!with!130!participants!across!the!ten!sites.!Participants!
were! selected! through!purposive! sampling! to!ensure! representation!of!different!HCP!
cadres! and! facilities.! Participants! were! approached! faceJtoJface! and! gave! written!
informed!consent.!These!were!recorded!and!transcribed!verbatim!and!field!notes!were!
recorded.!Content!and!notes!were!reviewed!iteratively!to!identify!further!participants!until!
data! saturation! was! achieved.! All! qualitative! work! was! undertaken,! translated! and!










In! order! to! compare! implementation! and! determine! whether! this! was! related! to!
effectiveness,! we! used! a! ranking! approach! as! previously! described! in! other!
fields.(Wilson!et!al.,!2010,!Fretheim!et!al.,!2006,!Farris!et!al.,!2007)!Clusters!were!ranked!






was!clear,!whereas! the!anticipated!direction!of! change! for! outcomes!on! context!and!




for! each!domain! analysed! (implementation! fidelity,! reach!and!adoption).! These!were!











effects! (categorical)! and! separate! fixed! linear! trends! (continuous)! in! each! centre! to!
account! for! changes! in! the! primary! outcome! over! time.(Hussey,! 2007)! Results! are!
reported!as!ORs.!Details!of!randomisation!and!further!analysis!of!the!trial!are!published!
in!protocol! (Nathan!et!al.,!2018b)!and!primary! results!paper.(Vousden,!2019)!For! the!
evaluation!of!implementation,!the!ranks!were!summarised,!and!simple!rank!correlations!
calculated.!We!used!metaJregression!to!see!if! the!primary!outcome!in! individual!sites!
were! related! to! the! individual! and! composite! implementation! scores.(Knapp! and!
Hartung,! 2003)! For! comparison! of! referral! rates! before! and! after! implementation,!
unadjusted! OR! were! calculated! and! combined! using! random! effects! metaJ
















senior! staff,! the!background!of!device!development!and!validation! studies.!Following!









































































%! %! %! %!
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33.3%! 66.7%! "! "!
Cap+
Haitien+




76.2%! 23.8%! "! "!






73.1%! 26.9%! 96.2%! 0.0%!
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75.9%! 24.1%! "! "!








87.3%! 9.9%! "! "!
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adapted! to! take! into!account! locally! available!medications! and! referral! structures.! In!
India,!all!training!was!delivered!by!the!research!team!rather!than!via!CRADLE!champions!
(87.1%!trained).!!In!Haiti,!community!HCP!without!formal!training!had!a!longer!duration!
of! training! (approximately!2!days),! spending!more! time!checking!understanding.!The!
duration! of! training! was! longer! in! sites! with! a! wider! geographical! spread! or! more!
challenging!terrain! (Mbale,!UgandaO!18!days!and!Zomba,!MalawiO!16!days)!except! in!
India,!who!were!able!to!mobilise!a!larger!local!research!team!(10!days).!External!events!
influenced! implementation! in! two!sites.!One!of! three! tertiary!hospitals! in!Cap!Haitien,!
Haiti! was! closed! at! the! time! of! implementation! due! to! strike! action,! therefore! key!
managers! were! trained,! and! remaining! staff! received! training! within! two! weeks! of!







but! trained!fewer!staff.!This!cluster!was!the!first! to! implement,!possibly!demonstrating!
the! learning! curve! of! the! research! team.! Qualitative! findings! demonstrated! that! the!
majority!of!participants!from!all!sites!felt!the!training!was!adequate!(Demographic!details!
of!the!qualitative!participants!are!shown!in!Table!15.!Champions!felt!confident!using!the!
materials! to! orientate! their! colleagues.! Recipients! of! training! from! champions! were!
confident!to!use!the!VSA!and!also!to!orientate!others.!A!small!minority!of!participants!
from!the!three!sites!that!trained!the!fewest!HCP!(Addis!Ababa,!Kampala!and!Freetown)!

























Midwife! 16! 38! 28!
Nurses! 13! 23! 18!
Doctors! 3! 2! 4!
Clinical!Officers!! 0! 1! 0!
Community!HCP! 1! 4! 5!
Allied!HCP! 3! 2! 5!
Gender!
Male! 5! 7*! 7!
Female! 31! 57*! 53!
Age!(years)!
18U24! 2! 0*! 0!
25U34! 12! 24*! 20!
35U44! 14! 31*! 23!
45U54! 6! 7*! 8!
55U65! 2! 2*! 9!
Educational!Level!
Secondary!or!less! 2! 8*! 6!
Diploma! 27! 47*! 30!





1U5! 12! 16*! 15!
6U10! 8! 17*! 13!
11U15! 9! 16*! 14!























































































Alerts!aid!communication! Midwife,(Private(Labour(Ward,(Ndola,(Zambia:( “as(a(midwife,(as(nurse(you(are(supposed( to(know( the(

























intervention,! 100%! had! access,! with! better! availability! per! HCP! in! all! clusters.!





Many! participants! reported! that! students! and! other! allied! HCP! or! volunteers! would!
regularly!help!to!take!vital!signs!measurements!with!the!device.!More!junior!staff!also!
took!more! vital! signs!measurements,!where! they!would!previously! have! referred! the!
patient! to! other! HCP! for! routine!monitoring.! This! was! reported! to! be! due! to! greater!
confidence! in! their! capacity! to! measure! BP! and! interpret! results.! It! was! frequently!















rapid!use,! irrespective!of! the!different!proportion!of!staff! that!were! trained.!Sites!with!
adequate!availability! of! equipment!prior! to! implementation! (Gokak!and!Addis!Ababa)!
elected! to! use! the! VSA! in! preference! to! other! equipment! citing! ease! of! use,! better!









reflected!at! 12!months! (73.5%!using! solely! the!CRADLE!device).!A!minority! of! sites!






















and! highest! baseline! primary! outcome! event! rate! (39.4/10,000! deliveries! in! LusakaI!
324/10,000! deliveries! in! Freetown).! There! was! also! considerable! variation! in! the!
implementation,! reach,! adoption! and! context! between! clusters! with! no! significant!
correlation! between! the! individual! measures! within! any! domain,! including! physical!
















Across!all! clusters!an!average!of!50.0%!of! deliveries!occurred! in! the! central! referral!
facilities!(mean=1358!per!month!per!cluster),!45.7%!in!peripheral!facilities!(mean=1241!
per!month!per!cluster)!and!4.3%!at!home!(mean=118!per!month!per!cluster!from!seven!
clusters! where! this! was! systematically! collectedI! Table! 17).! The!mean! proportion! of!










had! the! fewest! total! staff! per! 1000! deliveries.! The! lowest! proportion! of! caesarean!
deliveries! were! done! in! Lusaka! (9%)! and! Ndola! (10%).! Ndola! also! had! the! lowest!
proportion!of!facilities!with!blood!transfusion!capacity!(6.5%)!and!Cap!Haitien!had!the!



























































































657!(132)! L! 22%!(3)! 4.3!(2.7)! 15.8%% 7.4% 87.4%% 31.2! 104.1! 154.1! 4.3!(2.7)!
Cap%
Haitien%
682!(211)! 0!(0)! 63!(32)! 20%!(3)! 14.2(5.4)! 25%% 0! 25.0%% 99.4! 13.2! 73.1! 14.2(5.4)!
Freetown% 704!(148)! 403!(114)! 84!(28)! 14%!(3)! 7.5!(3.7)! 7.7%% 0! 100.0%% 28.9! 15.8! 329.6! 7.5!(3.7)!
Gokak% 952!(129)! 188!(25)! 4!(2)! 31%!(2)! 74!(16.9)! 25%% 24.5% 41.4%% 84.4! 1.2! 209.9! 74!(16.9)!
!
Harare% 1026!(64)! 785!(53)! 108!(21)! 22%!(25)! 16.3(9.6)! 12.0%% 4.7% 100.0%% 54.8! 1! 246.5! 16.3!(9.6)!
Kampala% 2223!
(290)!
4168!(393)! L! 22%!(3)! 3.3!(1.3)! 38.5%! 2.7! 61.5%! 20! 2.2! 129.6! 8.7!(4.3)!
Lusaka% 2231!
(457)!
3507!(582)! 436!(60)! 9%!(1)! 8.7!(4.3)! 14.1%% 3.3% 79.8%% 21.4! 25! 78.6! 3.3!(1.3)!
Mbale% 1442!
(152)!
1583!(90)! L! 12%!(2)! 19.6!
(12·4)!
31.7%% 0! 78.6%% 24.1! 39.4! 116.6! 19.6!
(12.4)!
Ndola% 500!(38)! 797!(55)! 46!(10)! 10%!(1)! 11.3!
(5.1)!










318!(147)! 86!(21)! 14%!(2)! 68.3!
(35.2)!














In! addition! to! the!mechanisms! previously! described! (better! availability! of! equipment,!
ease!of!use!and!confidence!of!all!cadres!of!HCP!to!measure!vital!signs),!the!increase!in!
equipment!and!training!meant!it!was!no!longer!acceptable!to!not!measure!vital!signs!on!
every! woman.! Staff! reported! increased! motivation! and! interest! in! vital! signs!
measurements.! Only! one! site! (Mbale)! reported! this! in! a! negative! light,! since!
measurement! of! BP! on! all! women! increased! workload.! The! other! sites! reported! a!

























seen! in!peripheral!maternity! facilities!were! referred! to!higher! level!care! in! the!control!
period! compared! to!4.4%! (n=3212/73,371)! in! the! intervention!period! (OR!0.89Y! 0.39Z
2.05)!(data!for!nine!sites!that!were!able!to!collect!denominator).!However,!the!majority!
of! sites! demonstrated! a! small! but! significant! reduction! in! referrals! with! a! single! site!
(Gokak)!demonstrating!a!16Zfold!increase!(Figure!28!and!Table!18).!Qualitative!findings!
suggest! the! increase! in! Gokak! was! a! result! of! increased! community! monitoring,!
increased! confidence! in! peripheral! HCP! to! detect! abnormal! vital! signs!and! convince!
women!to!attend,!alongside!rigorous!adherence!to!referral!protocols!from!rural!health!
posts! (subcentre)! to! primary! care! centres,! meaning! all! women! with! asymptomatic!
anaemia!triggering!a!yellow!light!were!referred.!This!is!in!combination!with!an!effective!
ambulance!system,!and!further!systems!in!place!to!cope!when!ambulance!services!were!



































Freetown% 45!(1.79%)! 37!(1.11%)! 0.62!(0.40Z0.95)!
Kampala%% 302!(*)! 173!(*)! Z!
Ndola% 158!(2.74%)! 123!(2.13%)! 0.56!(0.44Z0.71)!
Lusaka% 1122!(8.3%)! 471!(2.9%)! 0.33!(0.30Z0.37)!
Gokak% 144!(1.12%)! 1306!(15.3%)! 15.95!(13.39!–!18.99)!
Cap%Haitien% 42!(18.19%)! 54!(14.6%)! 0.77!(0.49Z1.20)!
Mbale% 159!(1.46%)! 186!(1.58%)! 1.08!(0.88Z1.34)!
Addis%Ababa% 532!(7.59%)! 423!(6.34%)! 0.82!(0.72Z0.94)!
Zomba% 61!(1.64%)! 57!(0.50%)! 0.30!(0.21Z0.43)!
Harare% 521!(8.31%)! 555!(7.48%)! 0.89!(0.79Z1.01)!















contributing! to! morbidity! and! mortality,! irrespective! of! the! capacity! to! monitor! and!
escalate!care!peripherally.!%
!
Differing!acceptability!of! referrals!and! the! relationship!between!peripheral!and! tertiary!
facilities! arose!as! important! contextual! themes! that!may! have! facilitated!or! impeded!
action! from! the! intervention.! For! example,! HCP! in! Lusaka! (significant! benefit! of! the!




alert! the! recipient! hospital! of! the!pending! transfer! resulting! in!patients! being! refused!
admission.!HCP!in!peripheral!facilities!in!Mbale!(no!benefit!of!intervention)!reported!that!





This! paper! describes! the! mixedZmethods! evaluation! of! implementation! alongside! a!
pragmatic,! steppedZwedge! RCT! in! ten! low! and! middleZincome! sites.! We! have!






increased! vital! signs!measurements! in!both! our!quantitative!and!qualitative! analysis.!
Acceptability!of!the!intervention!was!good!as!shown!by!the!high!proportion!of!facilities!
using! the!device!at!six!and!12!months!after! implementation!and! triangulated!with!the!
qualitative! findings.! Referral! rates! were! reduced! in! the! majority! of! clusters! which!




Implementation! fidelity! varied! between! sites.! As! this! was! a! pragmatic! trial,! it! was!
prospectively!decided! that!whilst! fidelity!would!be!measured,! it!would!not! be!used! to!









Examples! of! studies! that! explain! selection! of! implementation!measures! and!analyse!
them!alongside!primary!outcomes!are!scarce,!especially!in!lowZresource!settings!within!
the! confines! of! limited! infrastructure,! research! capacity! and! funds.! This! paper!
demonstrates!that!evaluation!of!simple!implementation!process!measures!alongside!a!
largeZscale!pragmatic!trial!is!feasible!and!useful!in!describing!the!quality!and!quantity!of!
implementation! in! different! sites,! as! well! as! exploring! the! potential! mechanisms! of!







Research! in! other! fields! (e.g.! school! education)! has! demonstrated! that! higher!
implementation!fidelity!is!associated!with!better!program!outcomes.(Durlak!and!DuPre,!










Measuring! exactly! how! an! intervention! may! exert! its! effect! in! different! settings! is!
challenging!within!a!pragmatic! trial!of! this!size.! In!addition,! to!minimise! the!burden!of!
data!collection!only!a!few!of!the!many!potentially!relevant!domains!could!be!assessed,!
and!some!single!items!were!used!to!measure!some!domains.!Future!research!should!
explore! the! relationship! between! implementation! strength! and! trial! outcomes! and!
approaches!to!integration!of!data.!
!
A! further!possible! reason! is!the!validity!of! the!primary!outcome!measure! in! individual!
sites.!As!this!is!a!steppedZwedge!RCT!the!analysis!of!individual!sites’!data!is!subject!to!











of! devices! that!were!broken!or!missing!was! lower! than!our! sites! report! for! previous!
existing!equipment.!Adoption!was!greater! in!sites!that!had!higher!proportions!of!HCP!
trained! or! more! active! CRADLE! champions! or! local! research! teams! to! support! the!
device.!This!suggests!that!these!would!be!important!factors!for!future!scaleZup.!
!
The! strengths! of! this! study! are! the! predefined! choice! of! theoreticallyZbased,!
predominantly! objective,! quantitative! measures! to! test! hypothesised! mechanisms! of!
action.!Additional!strengths!are!the!integration!of!qualitative!and!quantitative!measures!
to!triangulate!findings!and!the!pragmatic!approach!to!data!collection!from!many!routine!
data! sources.! Funding! restrictions!meant! the! process! evaluation!and! implementation!
were!led!by!the!same!research!team.!This!is!a!possible!source!of!bias,!although!efforts!
were!made!to!reduce!this!by!undertaking,!the!initial!framework!and!qualitative!analysis!
prior! to!analysis!of! the!primary!outcome.!Whilst! the!diverse!settings!of! this!trial!are!a!




The! success! of! the! intervention! is! dependent! on! HCP! capacity! to! change! clinical!
management,! particularly! in! response! to! an! abnormal! result.! The! physical! and!















Evaluation! of! implementation! and! integration! of! results! with! health! outcomes! is!
recommended! by! the! Medical! Research! Council,(Moore! et! al.,! 2015)! yet! there! is!
insufficient!guidance!or!example!of!a!suitable!methodology.!To!our!knowledge,!this! is!





of! correlation!within!domains!and!with! the!primary!outcome!suggest! that! future! trials!
should!consider! taking! further!account!of!ability!of!sites!to! respond,!particularly!when!
considering! trials! of! diagnostic! tests! rather! than! direct! therapeutic! interventions.!
Measurement!across!all!sites!was!necessary!for!comparison!of!implementation.!Future!
research! should! consider! the!addition!of! inZdepth!analysis! in!a! restricted! selection!of!













which! occurred! in! LMIC.! The! aim! of! this! paper! is! to! describe! the! incidence! and!
characteristics! of! eclampsia! and! related! complications! from! HDP! across! ten! LMIC!
geographical!regions!in!eight!countries,!in!relation!to!magnesium!sulfate!availability.!!
Methods:%




































persists.!Alongside! the!growing! interest! in! improving!community!detection!and!health!





Hypertensive! disorders! of! pregnancy! cause! 14%! of! all! maternal! deaths! globally,!
approximately!42,000!each!year.(World!Health!Organisation,!2015b,!Say!et!al.,!2014)!
Nearly!all!of!these!deaths!occur!in!lowZresource!settings!(99%),!with!death!from!HDP!in!









It! is! estimated! that! the! prevalence! of! preZeclampsia! globally! is! 4.6%! (95%!CI! 2.7! –!
8.2%).(Abalos! et! al.,! 2013)! The! prevalence! of! eclampsia! globally! is! reported! to! be!
0.3%.(Abalos!et!al.,!2014a)!This! is!based!on!!secondary!analysis!of! the!World!Health!
Organisation! (WHO)! multiZcountry! survey,! which! included! 875! cases! of! eclampsia,!
collected!over!a!short!duration!from!only!secondary!or!tertiary!hospitals.(Abalos!et!al.,!
2014a)! Women! under! 20! years! of! age,! with! low! levels! of! education,! in! their! first!
pregnancy! are! all! reported! to!be! at! higher! risk! (Abalos! et! al.,! 2014a).! Reliable! data!
reporting! the!prevalence!of!maternal!deaths! related!to!eclampsia!globally!are!scarce.!
Estimates! from!16!datasets! reported! the! case! fatality! rate! to!be!8.3%.(Abalos!et! al.,!
2013)! Whereas! the! World! Health! Organisation! (WHO)! crossZsectional! study! in! 29!




































obstetric! care!with! the!main!peripheral! facilities! that! refer! to! the!central! hospital.! !All!
secondary!or!tertiary!hospitals!were!urban!or!periZurban,!but!the!geographical!regions!of!
peripheral! facilities! covered!a! range! of! settings!with! the!mean!distance! varying! from!
3.3km!to!74km.!!Community!health!care!providers!were!included!where!formally!involved!
























inclusion.! The! denominator! was! all! deliveries! in! the! trial! area! in! the! same! period.!!








Sites! were! described! by! the! number! of! deliveries,! number! of! ICU! beds! per! 1000!
deliveries!and!the!proportion!of!facilities!(central!or!peripheral)!where!magnesium!sulfate!
was! available.! Availability! of! magnesium! sulfate! was! recorded! on! a! monthly! basis.!
Details!on!the!quantity!available!daily!or!individual!level!prescriptions!were!not!collected.!

















Statistical! analyses! were! undertaken! in! Stata! version! 13.1.! The!main! analysis! used!
logistic! regression! with! generalised! estimating! equations! and! a! populationZaveraged!
model,! with! fixed! centre! effects! and! separate! fixed! linear! trends! in! each! centre! for!
changes! in! outcome! over! time.(Hussey,! 2007)! Results! are! reported! ORs! with! 95%!
confidence!intervals.!The!trial!protocol!stated!that!individual!components!of!the!primary!
outcome,! including! eclampsia,! and! cause! of! ICU! admission! and!maternal! death!and!
place!of!fit!would!be!analysed.!However,!there!was!no!predefined!analysis!plan!for!this!
secondary! analysis.(Nathan! et! al.,! 2018b)! To! describe! the! association! between!
eclampsia! and!magnesium! sulfate! availability,! eclampsia! rates! for! each! centre,! time!
period!(month)!and!place!of!eclamptic!fit!were!calculated.!Community!fits!were!excluded!
from! these!analyses!as!magnesium!sulfate!was!not!available! in! the!community.!The!
association!between!magnesium! sulfate!availability! and! total! eclampsia!by! site!used!
linear! regression! with! the! log! of! eclampsia! rate! with! robust! standard! errors.! The!











This! gives! an! incidence! of! eclampsia! of! 0.5%! as! shown! Table! 19! (50.2/10,000!
deliveries).!In!total!6.9%!(n=186Y!3.47/10,000!deliveries)!of!women!with!eclampsia!died!
(sepsis!(n=4),!stroke!(n=4),!haemorrhage!(n=18),!HDP!(n=150)!and!other!causes!(n=10))!







































































































































































































Ethiopia% 9.7% 0.6% 0.6% 7.4! 87.4%! 4.3!!
(2.7)!
Haiti% 11.7% 1.5% 4.4% 0! 25.0%! 14.2!
(5.4)!
India% 55.9% 18.6% 0% 24.5! 41.4%! 74!!
(16.9)!




















22.4% 0! 0.8% 4.5! 77.4%! 11.3!!
(5.1)!
Zimbabwe% 11.5! 1! 0.5! 4.7! 100.0%! 16.3!
(9.6)!
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Site% % Maternal%Death%with%HDP% ICU%admission%with%HDP% Stroke%































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(range!5.9%! in!Sierra!Leone! to!85.0%! in!Uganda!Centre!2)! and!23.9%! in!peripheral!
facilities!(range!4.7%!in!India!to!33.0%!in!Ethiopia).!On!average!magnesium!sulfate!was!
available! in! 74.7%! of! facilities! (range! 25%! in! Haiti! to! 100%! in! Sierra! Leone! and!
Zimbabwe).!Availability!of!magnesium!sulfate!did!not!significantly!change!during!the!trial!
period.! There! was! no! significant! association! between! the! overall! availability! of!
magnesium! sulfate! in! central! and! peripheral! referral! facilities! and! the! proportion! of!
eclampsia! that! occurred! in! each! (p=0.42I! Table! 24).! There! was! also! no! detectable!
association!between!the!proportion!of!facilities!with!magnesium!sulfate!available!and!the!
rates!of! eclampsia! in! each! country! (p=0.12).!Of! the! 1210!women! that! had! their! first!
















% n! N!(%!of!eclampsia)% N!(%!of!eclampsia)% N!(%!of!eclampsia)% Mean! availability! over!
trial!duration!(%)!
Ethiopia% 203! 57!(28.1%)! 67!(33.0%)! 79!(38.9%)! 87.4%!
Haiti% 125! 52!(41.6%)! 16!(12.8%)! 57!(45.6%)! 25.0%!
India% 85! 27(31.8%)! 4!(4.7%)! 54!(63.5%)! 95.4%!
Malawi% 666! 242!(36.3%)! 219!(32.9%)! 205!(30.8%)! 100.0%!
Sierra%Leone% 338! 20!(5.9%)! 95!(28.1%)! 223!(66.0%)! 41.4%!
Uganda%Centre%1% 559! 161!(28.8%)! 125!(22.4%)! 273!(48.8%)! 61.5%!
Uganda%Centre%2% 167! 142!(85%)! 17!(10.2%)! 8!(4.8%)! 78.6%!
Zambia%Centre%1% 242! 34!(14.0%)! 61!(25.2%)! 147!(60.7%)! 79.8%!
Zambia%Centre%2% 89! 38!(42.7%)! 13!(14.6%)! 38!(42.7%)! 77.4%!
Zimbabwe% 218! 66!(30.3%)! 26!(11.9%)! 126!(57.8%)! 100.0%!






very! high! (17.9%L! n=625).! The! rates! of! stillbirth! and! neonatal! mortality! were! higher!
following! severe! HDP! (resulting! in! stroke,! ICU! admission! or! maternal! death)without!
eclampsia!than!in!women!with!eclampsia!(stillbirth!and!neonatal!death!22.8%!(n=228)!in!
women!with!HDP!without!eclampsia!and!15.9%!(n=397)!in!women!with!eclampsiaL!Table!


































































































































































































































































of! eclampsia,! stroke,! maternal! death! or! ICU! admission! with! HDP! but! the! effect! in!
individual!sites!varied.!!
!
To! our! knowledge,! this! is! the! largest! prospectively! collected! dataset! of! women! with!
eclampsia.! The! strengths! of! these! data!are! the! rigorous!method!of! prospective!data!
collection,!verified!from!multiple!sources!and!inclusion!of!multiple!countries!and!settings.!
The!majority! of! existing! data! has! focused! on! eclampsia! presenting! to! secondary! or!
tertiary!hospitals.(Abalos!et!al.,!2014a)!The!data!presented!here!improve!the!accuracy!


























meet! demand.! Furthermore,! 44.9%! of! eclampsia! occurred! for! the! first! time! in! the!
community,!therefore!were!not!included!in!this!analysis.!In!practice,!women!may!have!








dysfunction! is! up! to! 60! times!more! frequent! in!women! with! eclampsia! compared! to!
women! without! eclampsia.(Abalos! et! al.,! 2014a)! Therefore,! the! very! high! rates! of!
maternal!death!in!some!countries!compared!to!previously!reported!estimates,(Abalos!et!












eclampsia!and! resulting!morbidity! seen.!However,! it! is! evident! that!Zambia!Centre!1!
(Lusaka)!had!the!lowest!rate!of!eclampsia!and!case!fatality!and!admitted!substantially!
more!patients!to!ICU!than!any!other!site.!This!was!possible!as!they!have!a!specialist!unit!
















ICF)! Existing! literature! suggests! that! teenage!pregnant!women! are!at! greater! risk! of!










magnesium! sulfate! in! these! settings.! However,! the! proportion! of! eclampsia! that! first!










baby! (Koopmans! et! al.,! 2009)! are! recommended,! national! and! international! policy!








in! research! and! policy.! Use! of! magnesium! sulfate! to! prevent! eclampsia! and! timely!

















Chapter! 2! presents! findings! from! the! first! objective! of! this! thesis,! to! determine! the!
acceptability!of! the!CRADLE! intervention!and! the! feasibility!of! its! implementation!and!
evaluation.!This!was!determined!by!a!mixedPmethods!study.!The!high!proportion!of!HCP!
trained!within!a!short! time! frame!suggested! that!the!methods!of! implementation!were!
feasible.!The!fast!uptake!into!routine!maternity!care!after!training,!and!positive!responses!
from! HCP! that! the! CRADLE! intervention! was! used! daily! in! preference! to! existing!
equipment!suggested!the!intervention!was!acceptable.!Several!barriers!to!uptake!and!
use! were! identified! and! these! were! used! to! refine! the! training! package! and!











in! reducing! maternal! morbidity! and! mortality! in! low! resource! settings.! ! Chapter! 3!
describes! the! results! of! the! 20Pmonth! SWPRCT,! during! which! there! were! 536,223!
deliveries! and! the! primary! outcome! occurred! in! 4067! women.! Whilst! there! was! a!
decrease! in! the! number! of! women! that! experienced! a! primary! outcome! after! the!
intervention!(79.4/10,000!deliveries!to!72.8/10,000!postPinterventionX!OR!0.92X!95%!CI!
0.86–0.97),! after! planned!adjustments! for! differences! in! the! event! rate! between!and!









to! the! limited! resource! availability! prior! to! the! trial! and! high! acceptability! of! the!
intervention! shown! in! the! feasibility! phase.! Uptake! was! high! and! sustained! beyond!
implementation!(73.1%!and!73.5%!of!clinical!areas!using!solely!the!VSA!at!six!months!
and! 12! months! respectively).! In! both! the! quantitative! and! qualitative! data,! the!
intervention!improved!quality!of!care!(97.6%!of!women!attending!maternity!care!having!
their!vital!signs!measured!compared!to!79.2%!prior!to!the!interventionX!OR!1.30X!95%!CI!











from! HDP! which! is! described! in! Chapter! 5.! As! the! largest! cohort! of! women! with!
eclampsia! to! date,! this! component! of! the! thesis! confirmed! incidence! data! from! the!













It! is! a! strength!of! this! study! that! the! components!of! the! intervention!were! tested!and!
refined!in!a!feasibility!phase.!This! is! in!keeping!with!examples!from!the!literature!that!









not!evaluated! in! the!main! trial.!A! further! limitation! is! that! the! level!of!ongoing!support!
provided!by! the! implementation! team! and! the!CRADLE!champions!differed!between!




There! is! growing! evidence! to! suggest! that! taskPsharing! with! CHWs! is! an! important!
strategy!in!improving!maternal!mortality!and!morbidity,!as!described!in!Section!1.4.4.!It!
is! a!strength!of! this! study! that! it! utilised!CHWs! in! clusters!where! they!were! routinely!
involved! in! maternity! care,! thus! adding! a! further! potential! mechanism! of! action! by!
improving!community!detection!and!access!to!health!services.!However,!it!is!a!limitation!
that! this! was! only! possible! in! two! of! the! ten! sites! and! there! was! no!mechanism! to!
determine!the!specific!impact!of!this!component.!Informal!taskPsharing!was!also!found!
to!be!prevalent!with!many!different!groups!of! individuals!frequently!supporting!routine!
vital! signs! measurement! such! as! psychosocial! counsellors! in! Zambia,! volunteers! in!
Malawi!and!Sierra!Leone!and!nursing!students.!Given!the!pragmatic!nature!of!the!study!
and!ease!of! use!of! the! intervention! these!groups!were! trained!alongside!usual!HCP.!







The! robust! trial! design! is! a! strength! compared! to! other! evaluations! of! complex!
interventions! in!this!setting,! that! frequently!utilise!observational!or!quasiPexperimental!
designs! that! are! greater! risk! of! bias! and! cannot! demonstrate! causality.! Indeed,! a!
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systematic! review! of! nonPpharmacological! interventions! aiming! to! reduce! maternal!





This!was!used! to! inform! the! randomisation! sequence! (balancing! clusters!with! similar!
event!rates).!In!addition,!the!assumptions!used!in!the!power!calculation!allowed!for!some!







be! factored! into! the!power! calculation!due! to! lack!of! reliable!data! for! eclampsia!and!
hysterectomy.!All!of!this!in!combination!meant!that!despite!having!more!outcomes!than!
anticipated! (n=4067! compared! to! n=2450! required! for! 95%! power! using! stated!







Seasonal! effects! were! also! demonstrated! in! several! sites,! especially! Malawi.! A!
systematic!review!identified!six!studies!exploring!seasonality!and!HDP!in!LMIC,!five!of!
which!demonstrated!an!association.(TePoel!et!al.,!2011)!However,!the!number!of!cases!
was! small! and! the! majority! of! these! studies! were! more! than! 20! years! old.! Further!
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research! is! required! to! explore! these! seasonal! effects! and! determine! whether! they!








included! a! specific! maternal! outcome! (Wekesah! et! al.,! 2016)! and! a! further! review!
identified!just!four!trials!that!included!maternal!mortality!as!an!outcome.(Campbell!and!
Graham,! 2006)! It! could! be! argued! that! a! primary! process! outcome! such! as! timely!
management!of!pregnancy!complications!would!have!been!logical!and!feasible!endpoint!
for!this!study.!However,!robust,!accurate!measures!of!quality!of!care!are!challenging!in!
lowPresource! settings! as! they! are! frequently! dependent! on! completion! of! checklists,!

















results.! However,! the! intervention! was! only! delivered! to! the! facilities! where! data!
collection!was!undertaken,!and!this!remained!the!same!preP!and!postPinterventionX!it!is!
therefore! unlikely! to! have! impacted! the! effectiveness! of! the! intervention.! It! is! also!
possible!that!women!may!have!presented!at!the!tertiary!hospital!from!facilities!outside!of!
those! included! in! the! trial.! This! means! they! would! not! have! been! exposed! to! the!
intervention! before! referral.! Systematically! recording! changes! to! the! physical! and!
political!environment! in!each!trial!site!monthly,!meant!that! the! impact!of! this!unknown!
was! reduced,! as! it! could! be! assumed! that! the! proportion! of! women! attending! from!
external! facilities! remained! roughly! the! same! in! the! control! and! intervention!periods.!










inclusion!of! the!national! tertiary! referral!hospital! in!most!clusters,!with! relatively!small!
geographical!distances!for!referral!in!most!sites,!may!reflect!better!access!to!high!quality!
care!and!an!increased!likelihood!of!having!a!skilled!attendant!at!delivery!compared!to!
national! levels.! Finally,! this! may! represent! the! method! of! data! collection.! Previous!
estimates! of! maternal! mortality! are! based! on! diverse! sources! including! household!
surveys!and!verbal! autopsies,! these!can!be! inaccurate!as! they!are! subject! to! recall,!
however!they!systematically!count!deaths!in!the!community.!It!is!a!strength!of!this!study!
that!maternal!mortality!was!collected!from!routine!hospital!sources,!in!addition!to!active!
case! finding,! and! that! this! occurred! across! the! health! system,! but! there! was! no!
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by! haemorrhage,! sepsis,! hypertension! and! other! causes! are! comparable! to! existing!
literature,!as!described!in!Section!1.2.3.(Say!et!al.,!2014)!In!this!trial,!cause!of!death!was!
identified!from!patient!documents!and!where!necessary!individual!case!details!verified!
with! relevant! HCP.! This! was! feasible! as! we! had! a! specific! team! of! data! collectors,!













of! the! intervention! such! as! referral! processes.! This! is! a! strength! compared! to! other!
literature.!A! recent! systematic! review! identified! that! just!41!RCTs!undertaken! in! subP
Saharan!Africa!across!all!health!specialities!describe!any!element!of!context.(Blacklock!
et!al.,!2016)!However,!the!simple!measures!of!resource!and!staff!numbers,!chosen!in!





As! this! study! is! of! a! diagnostic! test! not! a! treatment,! its! success! was! dependent! on!
reaching! the! right!population,!at! the! right! time!and! triggering!a!pathway!of!action.! In!
addition,!in!this!study!these!may!have!differed!in!each!local!context.!Therefore,!failure!to!
fully!understand!each!of! these!steps!means!the!dramatic!benefit!shown!in!some!sites!







(e.g.! magnesium! sulfate! to! prevent! eclampsia),! and! physical! factors! such! as! delays!
whilst!awaiting!transport!for!referral.!
!
This! trial! followed! many! of! the! MRC! recommendations! for! evaluation! of! complex!
interventions.! Triangulating! data! from! multiple! sources! has! given! more! strength! to!
conclusions! (e.g.! the! high! proportion! of! clinical! areas! using! the! VSA! at! six! months!
correlates!with!the!lack!of!previous!equipment!and!ease!of!use).!However,!in!a!study!of!
this!size,!undertaken! in! resource!poor!environments!with!constraints!of! infrastructure,!
and!limited!funding,!every!outcome!measured!was!a!balance!of!the!level!of!information!
it! provided! over! the! burden! of! collection.! Therefore,! even! with! this! approach,! the!
understanding!of! how! the! intervention! impacts!on! clinical!practice! in!order! to! change!
health! outcomes,! as! well! as! the! sustainability! of! the! intervention,! was! not! fully!
determined.! The! WHO! has! tested! a! survey! method! of! reviewing! facilities! including!
laboratory! tests,! intrapartum! care! facilities! and! human! resources.(Shah! et! al.,! 2008)!
Others! have! suggested!mixedPmethods! to! allow! for! evaluation! of! organisational! and!











The!aim!of! the! study!was! to!explore! the!acceptability! and! feasibility! of! the!CRADLE!
intervention!then!evaluate!its!efficacy!at!reducing!maternal!mortality!and!morbidity.!The!
acceptability! and! feasibility! of! the! intervention! has! been! demonstrated! by! both!
quantitative!and!qualitative!measures!in!the!feasibility!study!and!main!trial.!This!adds!to!
the! literature! that! mixedPmethod! feasibility! studies! are! beneficial! in! intervention!










that!had!a!short! time!with!or!without! the! intervention.!As!a! result,! there! is! insufficient!
evidence!on!which!to!recommend!the!intervention!directly!for!incorporation!into!policy!in!
any!cluster!region!or!internationally.!Future!research!evaluating!the!effectiveness!of!this!






women! with! HDP! that! receive!magnesium! sulfate! and! the! proportion! with! PPH! that!
receive! uterotonics! may! be! recommended,! whilst! maintaining! unequivocal! health!
outcomes!as!the!primary!endPpoint.!This!thesis!also!contains!the!largest!cohort!of!women!
with!eclampsia!to!date!and!provides!novel!information!on!where!eclampsia!is!occurring,!
which! differs! between! countries.! This! indicates! that! the! mechanism! by! which!
interventions!to!prevent!eclampsia!are!delivered,!could!be!targeted!to!specific!needs!of!














LIC.! Further! research! is! required! to!determine! how! to! select! process!measures!and!
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to! tragic! consequences! if! necessary! treatment! and! followSup! are! not!
provided!
!! BP!readings!are!prone!to!inaccuracy!due!to:!!













































































oscillometric! technique! and! an! upperSarm! BP! cuff! to! measure! systolic! and!





































!! The! device! automatically! stores! the! last!
reading!
!! To!show!the!stored!reading:!
!! Hold! down! the! ON/OFF! button! (the!
















































































Identifying abnormal vital signs 




!! The!CRADLE!VSA!measures! blood! pressure!and! heart! rate,! and! automatically!
calculates!the!shock!index.!!

















































Very!low!BP!! ≤!90!&!>!60! ! ! !
























!! &This! is! raised! BP! this! patient! may! have!
preeclampsia.!Action!is!needed&
!! Manage!as!you!would!normally!e.g.!measure!urine!







!! This! result! can! be! common! in! pregnant! women,!
howeverq!!
!! It! may! indicate! that! the! mother! is! developing!
























!! This! is!very!raised!BP!and!indicates!urgent!action! is!
needed!!
!! Manage! as! you! would! normally! e.g.! measure! urine!



























































partly! filled! battery! is! displayed.!

















































!! The! manager! of! each! area! should! allocate! a! safe! designated! place! for! the!
devices!to!be!stored!when!not!in!use.!
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Title!of!Clinical!Trial! CRADLE! 3! (Community! Blood! Pressure! Measurement! in! Rural!







and! simple! training!package! into! community! and! facility! care!will!
reduce!maternal!mortality!and!major!morbidity!from!the!three!leading!
causes!of!maternal!death!worldwide!(obstetric!haemorrhage,!sepsis!






controlled! trial! of! the! introduction! of! the! CRADLE! package! (Vital!





Eligibility!Criteria! All! pregnant/postpartum! women! living! in! Trial! Area! catchment!
areas*!within!the!trial!time!frame.!








































In! Phase! 2!each! of! the! sites!will! collect! all! of! the!primary! and! secondary!outcomes!
alongside!some!basic!background! information!for! the!area.!Each!site!will! receive!the!
intervention! (CRADLE! VSA! and! training! package)! at! a! designated! time! that! will! be!
randomised.!We!will! inform!you!of! this! time! from!March!2016!after! the!completion!of!
Phase! 1.! It! could! be! any! time! between! June! 2016! and! December! 2017.! This! is! a!









































given! the!opportunity! to!withdraw! from!participation!at!any!point!both!during! the!data!








The!Microlife!CRADLE!VSA! is!one!of! the! few!BP!devices! to!have!been!validated!as!
accurate!in!pregnancy!(including!preSeclampsia)!and!the!only!one!validated!for!women!
with! low!BP.! The! device! fulfils! the!World! Health! Organisation! requirements! for! lowS
resource! settings.! Other! unique! developments! suited! to! LICs! include! a! microSUSB!













Everyone!who! uses! the!device!will! need! to! be! trained.!This!may! include! community!
HCPs,!nurses,!midwives,!general!physicians,!primary!care!physicians!and!obstetricians!











•! Eclampsia! =! generalised! convulsions! or! coma! with! increased! BP! during!





hospital! to!ensure! they! remain!well.! If! they! are!alive!and!well! on!discharge! you! can!
























































































HCP! may! complete! an! outcome! form! for! a! patient! that! has! an! eclamptic! fit! in! the!










































that! data! collection! tools! can! be! distributed! at! the! same! time! as! sensitisation! for!
implementation).!The!second!4Sweek!period!should!be!undertaken!three!months!after!
implementation,! so! there! is! sufficient! time! for! the!device! to! truly!be! incorporated! into!
care.!!
!


































































































must!be! removed! from! the!clinical!areas!and!stored! in!a! secure!area.!The!CRADLE!
devices!and! the!CRADLE! training!programme!will!need! to!be!distributed! to!all!HCPs!


























































for! each! clinical! area,! you! should! also! attend! every! clinical! area.! This! gives! an!
opportunity!to!check!knowledge!transfer,!secure!the!devices!and!remove!old!devices.!As!




























•! The! number! of! VSA! devices! disseminated! to! each! area! and! the! number! of!
working!BP!devices!prior!to!implementation!
•! The!number!of!VSA!disseminated!after! implementation! (e.g.! to! replace! lost!or!
stolen)!
!
The!KCL! team!will!ensure! that!this!data! is!collected!during! implementation! (either!on!

















As! you! have! commenced!
training! this! month! change!
the! answer! to! this! question!
to!YES!
Enter! the! date! that! training!
commenced!!
In! the! month! of! implementation,! the! answer!
should! be! ‘Yes’! and! the! total! number! of! VSA!
disseminated! should! be! written! here.! In!
subsequent! months! write! the! number! of! any!
additional!of!VSA!distributed!and!describe!e.g.!to!
replace!a!lost/faulty!device.!!!
In! the! month! of! implementation! enter! the! total!




Each! month! collect! and! store!
any! devices! reported! faulty.!







•! Check!that!the! ‘number!of!working!blood!pressure!devices’! for!each!facility! for!
the!month&prior&to&implementation!is!correct.!












referral! and! transportation! and! reception! at! the! higherRlevel! facility.! In! addition,! the!
escalation!process!from!clinic!and!community!to!hospital!level!care!and!barriers!to!care!
will!be!explored.!In!total,!we!would!like!you!to!undertake!up!to!five!interviews.!You!should!





We!would!also! like! the! research! team! to!arrange!a! focus!group!of!5R8!participants! in!










These! interviews!and! focus!groups!should!be!carried!out! in! the! third!month! following!
implementation.!!
!
If!you!are! implementing!prior! to!October!2017!we!would!also! like!you! to!undertake!a!
second!focus!group!6R9!months!after!implementation!for!5R8!participants.!The!purpose!
of!this!focus!group!is!to!determine!if!the!use!of!the!CRADLE!VSA!and!the!ongoing!training!
varies! over! time.! Try! to! identify! participants! that! have! different! experience! with! the!
CRADLE!VSA! for! example! both! CRADLE! leads,! HCP! that! attended! implementation!
training!and!new!HCP!that!experienced!peer!training.!
!































































































Initials:! ! Other! Patient!
Identifier:!
!





































































































































































































































of! gestation! reduce! maternal! complications! without! increasing!
adverse!neonatal!outcomes!compared!to!current!practice?!
Trial!Design! This!is!a!pragmatic!multicentre!randomised!controlled!trial!across!














•! Composite!of! still!birth,!early!and!neonatal!death,! severe!













































Purpose!of!the!Study! The! aim! of! the! HAPPEE! project! is! to! develop!
sustainable! and! synergistic! interdisciplinary! and!
international! academic! relationships.! Through! this!
robust! network! we! aim! to! raise! awareness! and!
improve! education! around! preReclampsia! whilst!
furthering! our! understanding! using! arts! and!
humanities! in! community! engagement! in! diverse!
contexts.!!
Study!Design! Phase!1!involves!exploring!context!and!undertaking!
qualitative! work! in! Zimbabwe! and! Haiti.! This! will!
involve! formal! stakeholder! analysis,! collecting!
baseline! information! regarding! maternity! care!
structures! locally! and! exploring! local! priorities,!
values,! social! structures,! the! role! and! power! of!
decision! makers,! religious! and! cultural! contexts!







materials.! This!will! build!upon!existing! community!
engagement! maternal! health! work! and! will! be!
developed! with! direct! input! from! community!
members.!We!envisage!these!may!be!in!the!form!of!
short! animations,! videos,! body! maps! and!
community!interactive!theatre.!!
